Nineteenth Session, Commencing at 4.30 pm

ORDERS, DECORATIONS & MEDALS
BRITISH SINGLES

5119*
Medal of the Order of the British Empire, (Civil), (GVIR),
with ladies brooch ribbon. Miss Jessie M.Owens. Impressed.
Uncirculated.
$200
Together with case (this with foxing) and also letter date 5th June 1959 from
Prime Minister's Office at Whitehall to Miss J.M.Owens, The Coffer House,
Newtown, Montgomeryshire, advising of the award.
BEM: Supplement to LG 8/6/1950, p2803, to Miss Jessie May Owens,
Member, Women's Voluntary Services, Newtown.

5118*
The Most Eminent Order of the Indian Empire, Companion
(CIE), breast badge. In Garrard & Co case, extremely fine.
$1,200

5120*
India General Service Medal 1854-95, - four clasps - Burma
1885-7, Hazara 1888, Hazara 1891, Waziristan 1894-5.
1341 Sepoy Mirak 4th Punjab Infy. Engraved in running
script. Contact marks, otherwise very fine.
$250
477

5121*
Pair: New Zealand Medal, Second War, 1860-65; Army
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal, 2nd type 1855-74.
38 Armr.Sergt Thos Westwood 65th Regt on first medal, 38
Armr.Sergt T.Westwood 65th Foot on second. Both medals
impressed. Very fine.
$1,400

5123*
India Medal 1895-1902, (EVIIR), in bronze, - clasp Waziristan 1901-2. 161. Lce. Naick. Kapoor. Hussian. S&T
Corps. Engraved in running script. Cleaned, fine.
$100
5124
Singles: 1914 Star, - clasp - 5th Aug. - 22nd Nov.1914,
reproduction. Unnamed.; British War Medal 1914-18. 61176
Gnr. A.M. Mc Farlane. R.A. Impressed.; also Australia,
Mercantile Marine War Medal 1914-18. L.N.Callaghan.
Australia. 3097. Impressed.; Gallipoli Star 1914-15,
unofficial medal with replica of a Rising Sun collar badge.
Four single medals and one badge, the first good very fine,
the second with hairlines, very fine, the third extremely fine
and the last uncirculated.
$100

Thomas Westwood, born 24May1828 in Handsworth, Birmingham, died
08Apr1892 in Handsworth.
Together with photocopies of single sheet from 65th Regiment master roll
and copy of marriage certificate.

5122
Queen's South Africa Medal 1899, ( 3rd reverse), - three
clasps - Cape Colony, Transvaal, Wittebergen. 2294 Pte
W.Kelly, Manch. Regt. Impressed. Hairlines and a few small
scratches, otherwise good very fine.
$130

Nursing Sister Entitled to RRC 1st Class
5125
British War Medal 1914-18. Sister F.M.Billington. Impressed.
No ribbon, very fine.
$200
In Noble Numismatics Sale 110 (lot 3859) sold Royal Red Cross (GVR)
1st Class and Victory Medal 1914-19, the last impressed named to Sister
F.M.Billington.
'In the Birthday Honours List of June 3rd 1919 (Supplement to LG 3/6/1919,
p6839), the King has awarded the Royal Red Cross, 1st Class to Sister
Frances May Billington, Q.A.I.M.N.S.R., N.Z. (formerly Sister at the North
Staffordshire Infirmary) daughter of the late Richard Billington, manufacturer,
Burslem. Staffs, and of Mrs Billington, the Armoury, Newport, in recognition
of her valuable services with the Armies in France and Flanders'.

5126
India General Service Medal 1908-35, (GVR Kaisar-i-Hind),
- four clasps - Afghanistan N.W.F. 1919, Waziristan 191921, Waziristan 1921-24, North West Frontier 1930-31. 413
Sepoy Rur Singh, 1/151/Sikh Infy. Impressed. Hairlines,
otherwise good very fine.
$80
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5127
Singles: 1939-45 Star, - replica clasp - Battle of Britain; The
France and Germany Star, - clasp - Air Crew Europe. Both
unnamed. Very fine. (2)
$100

5133
General Service Medal 1918-62, (EIIR Br:Omn), - clasp Malaya. 18110917 Pte Othman B Ismail GSC. No ribbon,
very fine.
$50

5128
Singles: Defence Medal 1939-45, Canadian issue in silver.
Unnamed.; War Medal 1939-45, Canadian issue in silver.
Unnamed. Two single medals, hairlines, the first with some
contact marks, otherwise very fine - extremely fine.
$70
5129
Singles: War Medal 1939-45. 3628699 Sep. Dhian Singh,
Punjab R. Impressed.; Africa Service Medal 1939-45, in
silver. 545346 N.Hackney. Impressed.; South African Medal
for War Service 1939-45, in silver. Unnamed as issued. Three
single medals, the first with incorrect ribbon and heavily
cleaned and scratched, the other two with hairlines, good
very fine - extremely fine.
$90
5130
Singles: India Service Medal 1939-45; Canadian Volunteer
Service Medal 1939-45 with Maple Leaf clasp; New Zealand
War Service Medal 1939-45 (2); also Africa Star miniature.
All medals unnamed. Four single medals and one miniature,
extremely fine - uncirculated.
$100
5131
Africa Service Medal 1939-45. 326571 L.A.J. Van
Nieuwenhuizen. Impressed. Nicely toned, nearly
uncirculated.
$50

5134*
Africa General Service Medal 1902-56, (EIIR), - clasp
- Kenya. F.7261 P.C. ( R ) Mundigi, Njeru. Impressed.
Hairlines, otherwise very fine.
$100
5135
General Service Medal 1962-2007, (EIIR Dei Gratia), - clasp
- South Arabia. 23918558 L/Cpl. W.A.Adamson. RAOC.
Impressed. Swing mounted, nearly extremely fine.
$50
5136
Royal Naval Long Service and Good Conduct Medal, (GVR
coinage head). J.99375 J.A.Baxter, P.O. H.M.S.Ganges.
Engraved. Some contact marks on obverse, otherwise good
very fine.
$50
5137
Efficiency Medal, (GVR Indiae.Imp), with Territorial
suspender. 753148 Gnr. H.Sherborne. R.A. Impressed.
Hairlines, otherwise very fine.
$60
5138
Efficiency Medal (South Africa), (GVIR Indiae.Imp), with
bilingual suspender for Union of South Africa. L/Cpl. M.P.S.
Holloway S.A.C.S. Impressed. Hairlines, otherwise good
very fine.
$60

5132*
Southern Rhodesia War Service Medal 1939-45. Unnamed as
issued. Hairlines, otherwise uncirculated and very scarce.
$400

5139
Police Long Service and Good Conduct Medal, (GVIR Fid:
Def). Sergt. Donald Macdonald. Engraved. Extremely fine.
$50
479

5140
Special Constabulary Long Service Medals, (GVR type 1),
Sub-Inspr. William H. Swainston; (GVR type 2), Charles E.
Smith.; (GVIR Ind:Imp), Frank Reid; (GVIR Fid:Def), Inspr.
Leonard R. Carter; (EIIR Dei.Gratia), William J. Bruce. All
medals impressed. Five single medals, very fine - good very
fine.
$100

AUSTRALIAN SINGLES

5141
Singles: Coronation Medal 1911, in silver; Delhi Durbar
Medal 1911, in silver. Both unnamed as issued. Two single
medals, the first with hairlines, otherwise good very fine,
the second very fine.
$180

BRITISH GROUPS

5142
Trio: 1914-15 Star; British War Medal 1914-18; Victory
Medal 1914-19. 31658 Gnr: J.Price. R.F.A. All medals
impressed. Swing mounted, first and last ribbons damaged,
very fine.
$100

5145*
Victoria Volunteer Long and Efficient Service Medal, type I.
R.Moorhead 1880. Impressed. Nearly uncirculated.
$1,200
R.Moorhead. Sandhurst (Bendigo) Troop Victorian Volunteer Light Horse.
Captain 1870-7, Major 22Nov1875. Prince of Wales Light Horse District
Staff (Hussars). In 1870 Moorhead commanded a troop of the Sandhurst
Light Horse which acted as escort to the Governor from his home in
Toorak to Parliament House, the procession was for the opening of the
new Parliamentary session. The troop was highly complimented on its high
standard of appearance and drill.

5143
Pair: British War Medal 1914-18; Victory Medal 1914-19.
5308 Pte. T.A.Jervis. S. Staff. R. Both medals impressed.
No ribbon on first medal, otherwise toned good extremely
fine.
$50
There is a Private Thomas Alfred Jervis, 1/6th Bn, South Staffordshire
Regiment who was KIA 23Aug1917 but his service number is shown as
241768.

5144
Pair: 1939-45 Star; Air Crew Europe Star. Unnamed. Court
mounted, good very fine.
$300
Together with riband bar for Distinguished Flying Cross with silver rosette
emblem, 1939-45 Star, France & Germany Star, Air Crew Europe Star.

5146*
Queen's South Africa Medal, 1899, 352 Tpr R.Halliday
Victoria M.R. Impressed. Very fine.
$700
Robert Halliday, 4th Victorian Imperial Bushmen. Murray pg 268.
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5150
British War Medal 1914-18. 5733 A-Cpl W V Stevens. 14
Bn. A.I.F. Impressed. Good very fine.
$100

Awarded MC at Messines & MID at Pozieres
5147
1914-15 Star. Captain R.G.Winn 1/A.G.H. A.I.F.
Impressed.
$400

Together with King's Silver Wound badge number A92593.
William Vivian Stevens, cook, age 42, born at Durham Lead near Ballarat, Vic;
Enl.21Feb1916 at Warrnambool, Vic; Emb.06Aug1916; RTA 27Aug1917
for 'Home Service' due to age - in his medical report it states he is 46 (not 42
as above) and 'looks it'; Disch.27Nov1917 as he was found to be medically
unfit for General Service or Home Service; died 10Jul1935.

Entitled to Military Cross and Mentioned in Despatches.
Doctor Roy Coupland Winn. Commissioned as Captain A.I.F. 27Jul1915
becoming Regimental Medical Officer for the 14th Battalion at Gallipoli;
07Oct1915 1st L H Field Ambulance Anzac; WIA 07Jun1917 GSW right
foot which was then amputated; promoted to Major 24Aug1917; RTA at
own expense 09Apr1918.

With research.

5151
Victory Medal 1914-19 to DOW. 4660 Pte G.Bruce 18 Bn
A.I.F. Impressed. Very fine.
$100

MID: LG 04Jan1917 'For his devotion to duty in attending to wounded under
adverse conditions at Pozieres during the two periods in the line, viz., 6th
August to 13th August and from 25th to 30th August, During the first period,
this Officer worked unceasingly with little rest and in an exposed position
continually subject to enemy shell fire, being twice slightly wounded. During
the second period, his work was repetition of the first. At Bois Grenier on
night of 4th/5th July 1916, after an enemy raid on a position of the trench
held by this Battalion, this Officer was in the front line dressing wounded,
and remained there until all had been attended to'.

George Bruce, Pte, rural worker, age 23, born in Broadford, Vic; Enl.
03Feb1916 at Casula, NSW; WIA 25Nov1916 in France and admitted to
hospital in Rouen 25Nov1916; DOW in hospital 30Nov1916; buried Sever
Cemetery extention in Rouen.

MC: LG 20Dec1917 'During the recent fighting on Messines Ridge, Capt
Winn was in charge of stretcher bearers evacuating wounded from right
half of Divisional front. He went on duty on the evening of 7/6/17 and
remained on until he was wounded on the afternoon of 9/6/17. During this
period he was constantly patrolling the Bearer line under very heavy shell fire
maintaining communications between Regimental Aid Posts and Advanced
Dressing Stations. On one occasion he took a squad over the open through
an intense barrage to R.A.P. at s.d.5.9.(sheet 25 S.W.1/20,000) in front of
Messines, where there was a temporary glut of wounded: he himself was
wounded, but continued to carry on until again wounded, nearly 24 hours
later, this time serverely. Capt Winn's gallant conduct was undoubtedly the
means of saving the lives of several wounded men, who, but for him, would
have been out unprotected in a heavily barraged area.'

WIA and POW at Bullecourt

5152
Victory Medal 1914-19. 2303 Pte. A.Crago. 13 Bn. A.I.F.
Impressed. Good very fine.
$70
Arthur Crago, butcher, age 20, born at Merriburrah, Vic; Enl.01Apr1916 at
Cootamundra, NSW; Emb. 02Aug1916; Codford 20Dec1916 charged that
while on escort duty, was found in the canteen drinking with two prisoners
without equipment and rifle, Award - 28 days F.P.; MIA 11Apr1917 at
Bullecourt; later reported as POW Germany, at Reserve Lazarett, Verden A/
Aller, Prov. Hannover, Germany with GSW abdomen; 07Dec1917transferred
to Soltau; 11Feb1918 sent to Aachen exchange and then to Holland and
finally arrived in England 23Feb1918.

5148
Singles: British War Medal 1914-18. 3195 Sgt. F.L. McGrath.
22-Bn. A.I.F. Impressed.; also Victory Medal 1914-19.
376548 Pte. J.W.Shaw. Durh.L.I. Impressed. Two single
medals, no ribbons, the first with scratches on obverse,
otherwise very fine.
$100

With research including statement of the events leading to his capture, his
treatment up until repatriated back to England and his list of other Australian
prisoners still in Germany.

Frank Leo McGrath, public servant, age 30, born at Wanagul, Vic;
Enl.24Jul1915 at Melbourne, Vic; Emb.26Nov1915; RTA 12May1919;
Disch.21Aug1919.

5153
Victory Medal 1914-19 to POW. 5786 Ote. J.W.Scaddan.
16 Bn. A.I.F. Impressed. Very fine.
$60

Pte J.W.Shaw, 10 Bn Durham Light Infantry; KIA 10Dec1917; buried at
Poelcapeelle British Cemetery, West-Vlaanderen, Belgium; husband of
Mrs M.West (formerly Shaw) of 'Somerset', Hampden Road, Abbotsford,
Sydney, Australia.

Joseph Wilfred Scaddan, labourer, age 22, born at Bendigo, Vic;
Enl.20Mar1916 at Perth, W Aust, with 3 years service with D Coy 86th Infy
(still serving); Emb.13Jul1916; MIA but later reported captured 11Apr1917
at Reincourt, France; POW at Dulmen Camp, Germany 04Jun1917;
repatriated to England 29Nov1918; RTA 18Jan1919; Disch.10Apr1919.

5149
British War Medal 1914-18. 2308 Pte C.C.Lavender. 13 Bn
A.I.F. Impressed. Very fine.
$80

With research.

5154
Memorial Plaque WWI, named to Walter Henry Coulter.
Very fine.
$300

Clive Clarendon Lavender, orchardist, age 27, born at Richmond, NSW;
Enl.17Apr1916 at Wilberforce, NSW; Emb.22Aug1915; WIA 07Jul1917
shrapnel wound left ankle, Belgium; RTA 15Mar1919; Disch.23Aug1919.
With research.

Walter Henry Coulter, pastry cook, age 22, born at Newtown, Sydney, NSW;
Enl.31Jul1915 at Warwick farm, NSW; to 53 Bn; TOS 56 Bn 28May1916;
Emb. WIA 20Jul1916 in the field, France and died on being taken to field
ambulance; buried at Rue-Petillon Military Cemetery, Fleurbaix, Bethune,
Nord Pas de Calais, France.
With some research.
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5155
Memorial Plaque WWI, named to Percival Herbert Garnett.
Three blobs of adhesive on back, otherwise extremely fine.
$300

Medal to Lt Gen Sir Sydney Rowell KBE, CB
At Gallipoli with 3LHR
Commander of New Guinea Forces 1942
Chief of General Staff of AMF 1950-54

Percival Herbert Garnett, labourer, age 27, born at Annandale, NSW;
Enl.01Nov1916 at Paddington, Sydney, NSW; Emb.09Nov1916; TOS 2 Bn
02May1917; KIA 19Sep1917 at Belgium; commemorated at Menin Gate
Memorial, Ypres, Flanders, Belgium.
With some research.

5156
Memorial Plaque WWI, named to Alexander Laing. In
wall hanging, circular timber frame under glass, one time
cleaned, very fine.
$300
Alexander Laing, farmer, age 19, born at Drouin, Vic; Enl.01Mar1915
at Melbourne, Vic in 23Bn; Emb.08May1915; to Gallipoli 30Aug1915;
26Jun1916, Field General Court Martial for disobeying a lawful order and
using threatening language - sentence 90 days F.P.no.2 - quashed by Army
Commander; WIA 07Nov1916 GSW legs, compound fracture - amputated,
died of wounds at 36th Casualty Clearing Station, France; buried at Heilly
Station Cemetery, Meri Court-L'Abbe, France.
With some research.

5157
Memorial Plaque WWI, named to Albert Wilson. Extremely
fine.
$200
There were two soldiers killed named Albert Wilson, namely 782a Pte Albert
Wilson, 15 Bn; Emb.17Dec1915; KIA 11Jul1917, and 3870 Pte Albert
Wilson, 45 Bn; Emb.10Aug1915; KIA 15Aug1916.
With some research.

5159*
Anzac Commemorative Medal 1915, issued 1967, in bronze
(50x75mm)(C.1915/3) engraved S.F.Rowell. Extremely
fine.
$1,000

part

Together with Anzac Commemorative Badge 1915 for lapel; certificate to
Certify that Sydney Fairbairn Rowell having been specially commissioned
from the 1st Class for service with the Australian Imperial Force is recorded
as a Graduate of the Royal Military College of Australia, signed at Duntroon,
13th August 1914; photographs (9) including portraits; Journal of the Royal
Military College of Australia, Jubilee issue; book 'Full Circle', Sydney 1974,
the life story of Sir Sydney Rowell; Jubilee booklets (5); Form of Service
for his funeral.

5158*
Anzac Commemorative Medal 1915, issued 1967, in
bronze (50x75mm) (C.1915/3), engraved E G Allan; Anzac
Commemorative Badge 1915, issued 1967, reverse inscribed,
13/7; Aldershot Command Athletic Association Group
Competitions medal, Tug.Of.War Winning Team, No.10
Group, named to E.G.Allan. Two medals and one badge,
the first in case of issue, very fine - extremely fine.
$250

Lieutenant General Sir Sydney Fairbairn Rowell KBE, CB (1894-1975) was
born on 15Dec1894 in Lockley, Sth Aust, educated in Adelaide and then at
the Royal Military College, Duntroon when it opened in 1911. Rowell served
in the Australian Army from 1914 to 1954. He was at Gallipoli with the 3rd
LHR and was invalided back to Australia in 1916. In WWII he served in
North Africa, Greece and Syria. He became Commander of all forces in New
Guinea in 1942 when the counter campaign for Kokoda was planned. He
served again in the Middle East in 1943 before becoming director of tactical
investigation at the War Office in London 1944-45. From 17Apr1950 to
15Dec1954 he was Chief of General Staff of the Australian Military Forces,
and knighted in 1953. He died 12Apr1975, aged 80 years.
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5160
Anzac Commemorative Medal 1915, issued 1967, in bronze
(50x75mm) (C.1915/3), engraved A.P.Williams. Very fine.
$200

Polar Medal to Legendary Photographer 'Frank' Hurley
On Mawson and Shackleton Antarctic Expeditions
Official War Photographer WWI and WWII

There were two soldiers named A.P.Williams who served at Gallipoli however,
only one, 117 Sgt A.P.Williams, made application for this medal, his letter
being dated 17Apr1967.
Alfred Parmer Williams, labourer, age 22, born at Alberton, Port Adelaide,
Sth Aust; Enl.19Aug1914 at Morphettville, Sth Aust with 2 years prior service
with H Coy Volunteer Cadets; Emb.30Aug1914; to L/Cpl 30Jul1915, Cpl
28Jan1916, L/Sgt 15Feb1916, Sgt 01Mar1916; service at Gallipoli; RTA
02Dec1918; Disch.31Jan1919.

Awarded MID 'for services rendered as POW'

5161
War Medal 1939-45 to a POW in Malaya. NX 70185
N.A.Hill. Impressed. Extremely fine.
$200

5164*
Polar Medal, in silver (GVR in Admiral's uniform) - clasp
- Antarctic 1912-14. J.F.Hurley 'Aurora'. Impressed. Toned,
extremely fine.
$10,000

Entitled to Mention in Despatches.
Noel Arthur Hill, Captain, 73 Light Aid Detachment, born 01Dec1906 in
Sydney; Enl.05Aug1940 at Paddington, NSW; Disch.17Dec1945.

This is the missing and original Polar medal with clasp 1912-14 as issued
to J.F.Hurley. This medal was given to John Stanley Cumpsten as a wedding
present in 1940 by Frank Hurley.

MID LG 06Mar1947 p1093, position 119; CofA Gazette 06Mar1947 for
'Services rendered whilst a POW in Japanese hands'.

James Francis 'Frank' Hurley (1885-1962) was an Antarctic explorer,
adventurer, pioneer, photographer, film maker and aviator. He was born in
Glebe, Sydney in October 1890. Buying his first camera at the age of 15 he
was a partner in a photography and postcard business by the time he was 30,
already displaying in his photographs the daring, imagination and originality
for which he was to become famous. He accompanied Sir Douglas Mawson
on the 1911-14 Austrlasian Antarctic Expedition and sledged to the South
Magnetic Pole. He also served with the Shackleton Imperial Trans-Antarctic
Expedition of 1914-17.

5162
Australia Service Medal 1939-45.VX125716 J.F.Quinn.
Impressed; dog tag impressed NX206138 Faulkner C R.;
miniature medals, 1939-45 Star, Africa Star, Burma Star,
Pacific Star, Defence Medal 1939-45, together with mounting
bar for 8 medals. The first with wrong ribbon and many
contact marks, very good - very fine. (8)
$50

Later in 1917 he joined the A.I.F. overseas as offical war photographer where
he pioneered the then infant art of colour photography. His colour plates
of the first world war are believed to be unique. In the post war years he
travelled extensively in Australia and New Guinea with his camera and in
1924 published the first of more than a dozen books. In 1929 he returned
to the Antarctic again with Sir Douglas Mawson as official photographer to
the British/Australian/New Zealand Research Expedition.

James Francis Quinn, born 04Aug1924 at Mildura, Vic; Enl.10Jul1943 at
Puckapunyal, Vic; Disch.23May1946 as Pte, ex 2/5 Aust Infy Regt.
Clayton Roy Faulkner, born 03Jan1927 at Mayfield, NSW; Enl.08Mar1945
at Paddington, Sydney, NSW; Disch.03Dec1947 as Sapper ex 14 Wks &
Pks Sqn.

With the outbreak of war in 1939 he joined the second A.I.F. , again as official
war photographer, for which service he was awarded the OBE in 1941. In his
later years he published a series of colour photography books on Australia,
remaining active in his profession until his death in 1962.

Ex D.J.Foster Collection.

John Stanley Cumpston (1909-1986) diplomat, geographer, historian and
publisher. He was born in Perth in June 1909. In WWII he served at Tobruk
in 1941 and Lebanon before returning to Australia in February 1943. In
1939 Cumpston had assisted in the preparation and publication of the first
reliable map of Antarctica which led to him being elected in 1940 as a fellow
of the Royal Geographical Society London. He was awarded a doctorate of
letters (1949) by the University of Melbourne for his studies in the geography
of the Antarctic and of the Pacific. In 1966 Cumpston Massif was named in
his honour for his contribution to the knowledge of the Antarctic. He died
in August 1986 in Canberra.

5163
Memorial Scroll WWII, named to Gunner E.W. Watkinson,
Australian Military Forces, in frame (22.5x34cm), under
glass and attached at the bottom edge is part of the note
that accompanied the scroll that reads, 'The enclosed Scroll
is sent by Command of The King.' Very fine.
$100
Eric William Watkinson (NX31165), born 25Apr1901 at Annandale, Sydney,
NSW; married 17Jun1923 at Petersham to Catherine Kane Watkinson
(formerly Edwards, nee Kirk), divorced via decree nisi returnable in 6 months
granted in Sep1929; Enl.10Jun1940 at Paddington, NSW; NOK shown as
Isobel Weeks; Disch.11Feb1943 as Gunner ex 2/1 Survey Regt; died intestate
07 Feb1950, shown as employed as barman living at Leichhardt, Sydney,
NSW; notice in relation to his estate seeking information on whereabouts of
Catherine Kane Watkinson (nee Edwards) published 20Nov1951.
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WIA at Gallipoli on Day 2

5165
Frontline Service Medal, engraved on reverse, NX195038
F.L.Westaway; a pair of dog tags in aluminium, one round and
one hexagonal, both impressed, '64544/RU55ELL/J/RAAF/
C of E'; various enamel club badges, includes RSL issues
from Hervey Bay, Panania East Hills (2), and Walgett, also
bowling club issues from Bendigo & District Servicemen's,
NSW Railways Institute Dubbo, and Panania (2); Bendigo
RSL keyring. Mostly fine - extremely fine. (10)
$50
Frederick Lawrence Westaway NX195038 (N42811), born 05Sep1906 at
Sydney, NSW; Enl.29Jan1942 at Paddington, Sydney, NSW; Disch.30Oct1945
as Sergeant ex 55/53 Infy Bn.
64544 Jack Russell, born 13Aug1917 at Marrickville, Sydney, NSW;
Enl.11May1942 at Sydney, NSW; Disch.02Jan1945 as Corporal ex 2
Aircraft Depot.

5167*
Group of Four: Queen's South Africa Medal 1899, - four
clasps - Cape Colony, Orange Free State, Transvaal, South
Africa 1901; 1914-15 Star; British War Medal 1914-18;
Victory Medal 1914-19. 22914 Pte A Crosby 9th Coy Imp
Yeo on first medal, 417 pte A Crosby 6Bn A.I.F. on second
to fourth medals. All medals impressed. Very fine.
$1,650

AUSTRALIAN GROUPS

Alfred Crosby, born Chipping Warden, UK. WWI - age 36, cook;
Enl.17Aug1914 at Richmond, Vic; WIA 26Apr1915 Gallipoli, GSW left
shoulder; Disch. to duty 06Jun1915; Invalided to England 17Jun1915; RTA
08Oct1915; Disch. medically unfit 29Feb1916. Re-Enl.17Mar1917 at Royal
Park, Vic; Emb.11May1917 from Melbourne; RTA 24Aug1918.

5168*
Trio: China War Medal 1900-01; British War Medal 191418; Royal Naval Long Service and Good Conduct Medal
(EVIIR). J.H.White Dom.1 Cl.Victoria Nav.Contgt on first
medal; 1040 J.H.White Off.Ch.Stwd.R.A.N. on second, John
White Steward on third medal. First two medals impressed,
last medal engraved. Very fine.
$7,000

5166*
Pair: Egypt Medal 1882, - clasp - Suakin 1885; Khedives Star
1884-6. 480 Pte J.Stevens N.S.W. Infy. First medal engraved,
second medal unnamed. Very fine.
$2,750
Together with collar badge (modern) and N.S.W. Military Forces button.

John Henry White No.187; Born 16May1867; Died 10Jul1935.
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KIA at Gallipoli - Buried at Shrapnel Gully

5171
Trio to a KIA at Gallipoli: 1914-15 Star; British War Medal
1914-18; Victory Medal 1914-19. 1156 Pte F.Lawrence 6/Bn
A.I.F. on first medal, 2180 Pte F.Lawrence 6 Bn A.I.F. on
second and third medals. All medals impressed. Very fine.
$1,750
Together with Memorial Plaque named to Frank Lawrence, and thirteen
pages of research.
Frank Lawrence, service no.2180 (previous no.1156), labourer, age 25,
born in Carlton, Vic: Enl.14Sep1914; KIA 07Aug1915 Gallipoli during
an attack on German Officer's Trench; buried in Shrapnel Gully Cemetery
08Aug1915.

5172
Trio: 1914-15 Star; British War Medal 1914-18; Victory
Medal 1914-19. 1259 Dvr A.Rainey 2/F.A. Bde A.I.F. All
medals impressed. Extremely fine.
$750

5169*
Group of Four: Distinguished Conduct Medal (GVR); 191415 Star; British War Medal 1914-18; Victory Medal 1914-19.
2709 Pte P.P.Widdop 12/Aust Inf on first medal, 2709 Pte
P.P.Widdop 26/Bn A.I.F. on second to fourth medals. All
medals impressed. Fine - very fine.
$5,250

Together with Anzac Commemorative Medal 1915, issued 1967, engraved
to A.G.Rainey.
Arthur Rainey, boot binder, age 21, born Brunswick, Vic; Enl.18Aug1914
at Albert Park, Vic; RTA 08Oct1918.

Percy Peter Widdop, labourer, born in Bradford, UK; Enl.05Aug1915 in
Brisbane, QLD; WIA 23Sep1917 GSW to left side, knee and foot at Rouen
in France; RTA 24Jan1918.

5173
Trio: 1914-15 Star; British War Medal 1914-18; Victory
Medal 1914-19. 871 L/Cpl A.Bagshaw 2/F.C.Eng. A.I.F. on
first two medals, 871 L-Cpl A.Bagshaw. 2 F.C.E. A.I.F. on
last medal. All medals impressed. Nearly extremely fine.
$400

DCM: LG 01Jan1917 p51; CAG No.103 29Jun1917 'For conspicuous
gallantry. He repeatedly carried messages under intense fire, displaying great
courage and determination throughout.'
Percy Widdop is mentioned in the 'The Story of the Twelfth'. Page 106
mentions 'Two runners were usually employed, and one message was taken
by the Headquarters runners, 'Skinny' Mears and 'Scottie' Widdop. They
reached 'Gibraltar' just as a section of the Signal Company returned there
with a coil of wire, saying the shelling was too intense for them to lay it
as a new line to the Battalion. Mears and Widdop said they had just come
through it and were going straight back and would lay the line. The offer
was accepted, and they brought the wire through, when it was joined up by
the Battalion Signallers and held for about four hours during a critcal period
of the battle before it received its first cut from the shell.' This took place
during August 1916. On page 146 'The Brigade was very much scattered
in this area, our Battalion being between four and five miles from Brigade
Headquarters, which made heavy work for the Battalion messengers, Widdop
and Mears as there was no telephone communication.'

Together with Anzac Commemorative Medal 1915, issued 1967, inscribed
A.Bagshaw, in case with certificate; name badge for Tom Bagshaw (son)
across circular unit colour patch of blue over gold, in silvered bronze and
enamel; Austin Hospital Heidelberg 10 Years Service badge in gilt and enamel,
reverse inscribed, 'T.C.Bagshaw/1965'.
Arthur Bagshaw, plasterer, age 36, born at Leeds, Yorkshire, England;
Enl.23Sep1914 at Melbourne, Vic, with 5 years prior service in Royal
Engineers, England; Emb.20Mar1915; to Gallipoli 02Jun1915; served in
France; RTA 09Mar1919; Disch.01Feb1920; Died 15Aug1933.
Thomas Christopher Bagshaw (son of above), also a plasterer, born
26Sep1906 at Natal, South Africa; served in CMF for 4 years with 14 Bn;
joined 4 Fld Bde militia 13Apr1933 with service number 319455 and renewed
commitment 15Nov1938; Disch.18Jan1940.

Together with fourteen photocopy pages of research.

With research.

5170
Group of Four: British War Medal 1914-18; Victory Medal
1914-15; War Medal 1939-45; Australia Service Medal
1939-45. 4142 Spr L.A.Jones 2-Tun Coy A.I.F. on first two
medals, S47494 L.A.Jones on last two medals. All medals
impressed. Very fine - extremely fine.
$400

5174
Trio to WIA (twice): 1914-15 Star; British War Medal 191418; Victory Medal 1914-19. 1937 Pte. M.H.Harris 20/Bn.
A.I.F. on first medal, 1937 Sjt M.H.Harris 20 Bn. A.I.F. on
second medal, 1937 Sgt M.H.Harris 20 Bn. A.I.F. on last
medal. All medals impressed. Cleaned and court mounted,
good very fine.
$300

Leo Alfred Jones, labourer, age 22, born Broken Hill, NSW; Enl.18Jan1916
in Adelaide; RTA 27Jul1917; Disch.29Oct1917 medically unfit. WWII,
Enl.28Mar1942 in Glenelg, SA; Disch.16Mar1944.

Matthew Hughes Harris, clerk, age 29, born at Newcastle NSW;
Enl.15Jun1915 at Liverpool, Sydney, NSW; Emb.09Aug1915; TOS 18Bn at
Gallipoli; to Cpl 02Feb1916; to Sgt 02Aug1916; WIA 24Aug1916 shrapnel
wound right leg, France; WIA (2nd occasion) 14May1918 GSW shoulder,
France; attached to AA Pay Corps from 18Bn 09Mar1919; RTA 27Apr1919;
Disch.18Aug1919; Died 27Feb1949.

Together with fifty one photocopy pages of research (some duplication)
and photos.

With some research.
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Bugler Enlisted at 17 DOW at 18

Awarded DCM on Hindenburg Line

5177
Pair: British War Medal 1914-18; Victory Medal 1914-19.
1887 Sjt K.A.Clark 55 Bn A.I.F. Both medals impressed.
Very fine.
$400
Kenneth Arthur Clark, farmer, age 21, born Westangera, NSW; Enl.21Jan1916
at Goulburn, NSW; RTA 09Aug1919.
Entitled to DCM: LG 12Mar1919 p3392 'For conspicuous gallantry and
devotion to duty during an attack on the Hindenburg Line N.of Bellecourt on
30th Sept 1918. When the Officers of his Company had either been killed or
wounded, this gallant N.C.O. took charge of and led the company forward
in the face of heavy M.G. and rifle fire. When the troops on his flank were
held up Sergt Clark attacked with his company enemy M.G. nests, killing
the crews. By his initiative and total disregard of danger he set a magnificent
example to his men.'
Together with ninety six pages of research.

5178
Pair: British War Medal 1914-18; Victory Medal 1914-19.
6239 Pte, M.H.Carroll. 4-Bn. A.I.F. on first medal, 6239
Pte. M.H.Carroll. 4 Bn. A.I.F. on second medal. Both medals
impressed. Contact marks, fine.
$180

5175*
Trio: 1914-15 Star; British War Medal 1914-18; Victory
Medal 1914-19. 717 Pte P.J.Moran. 20 Bn. A.I.F. All medals
impressed. Good very fine.
$500

Together with a colour printed souvenir cotton square (approx 46cm)
features the music and words to 'It's a long, long way to Tipperary', at the
horizontal sides is a trio of flags and below marching soldiers, around the
border are flags of the allied countries and in each corner a Victoria Cross;
Australia, Peace medalets, 1919 (2) and Victory medalet, 1945 (initials LO
scratched on reverse).

Bugler Patrick Joseph Moran, clerk, stated age as 18 but this appears to
be an overstatement and should be 17 (see extract of his letter below),
born at Orange, NSW; Enl.12Mar1915 at Liverpool, Sydney, NSW, with
letter of permission from father, enlistment form marked, 'Only fit for
Bugler'; Emb.26Jun1915; to Gallipoli 16Aug1915; 09Oct1915 to hospital
in Birmingham, England suffering from septic throat; rejoined 20 Bn
24Mar1916; WIA 05May1916 shrapnel wound abdomen and back, Bridoux
near Armentiers, France; DOW 06May1916 at No.8 Casualty Clearing
Station; buried at Bailleul Communal Cemetery Extension, France.

Michael Henry Carroll, labourer, age 21, born at Cudal, near Orange, NSW;
Enl.06Apr1916 at RAS Grounds, Sydney, NSW; Emb.09Sep1916; charged
with one offence on troopship A14 and with three at Larkhill Camp, in
England; TOS 4 Bn in France 11Jun1917; to hospital with Myocarditis and
RTA 13Mar1918; Disch.08Oct1918 as Medically Unfit; died 16Jul1951.

In a letter to his father, this young man wrote from hospital in early 1916,
'I'm not 18 till the 24th of this month (February), but for all that I've come
this far now, so I may as well go a little further. I don't want to be aided out
just because things aren't always honey. I've been drawing the Government
money ever since I joined up, and most of the while had a very easy time.
What sort of a cur would I be to back out just because we get it a bit rough
occasionally? If the military authorities decide through the medium of their
doctors that I am to go back to Australia I'm quite willing to go, but as for
getting back any other way, by taking unfair advantage or scheming, I'd
sooner go back to the regiment and stop an ounce of lead the first minute
I was in action again.'
Less than 3 months after writing this letter, the young Bugler Moran was
dead, (DOW) in France.
With some research.

5179*
Group of Six: 1939-45 Star; Atlantic Star; Africa Star; Burma
Star; War Medal 1939-45; Australia Service Medal 193945. L.Christianson No.1624 on first four medals, P.A.1624.
L.H.Christianson on last two medals. First four medals
engraved privately in running script, the last two impressed.
Swing mounted, very fine.
$300

5176
Pair to Light Horse: British War Medal 1914-18; Victory
Medal 1914-19. 2332 L/Cpl R.M.White 3 L.H.M.G. Sqdn
A.I.F. on first medal, 2332 L-Cpl R.M.White 3 M.G. Sqdn
A.I.F. on second medal. Both medals impressed. Very fine.
$550
Robert Milles White, farmer, age 21, born Springdale, Vic; Enl.14Jan1916 in
Melbourne; WIA 23Mar1919 laceration to scalp during the Egyptian Revolt;
RTA 18Jul1919; Disch.17Dec1919 medically unfit (malaria).

Leslie Horace Christianson, born 22Mar1906 at Mount Lofty, Sth Aust;
Enl.18Sep1939 at Port Adelaide, Sth Aust as Ordinary Seaman; to Able
Seaman 09Nov1939; includes service on RAN destroyers, HMAS Nestor
and Swan, and at naval establishments, HMAS Torrens, Moreton and
Magnetic; Disch.30Sep1944 as Able Seaman ex Swan after approval granted
for discharge in order to help his sick wife; Died 22Jun1964.

Together with eleven photocopy pages of research.

With some research.
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Australian Test Cricket Wicket Keeper
Awarded MID 'for services rendered as POW'
President of International Lawn Tennis Federation

5180*
Group of Five to POW and Test Cricketer: Member of the Order of Australia (AM); 1939-45 Star; Pacific Star; War Medal
1939-45 with MID; Australia Service Medal 1939-45. Benjamin Arthur Barnett on first medal, second and third medals
unnamed, VX29818 B.A.Barnett on fourth and fifth medals. The first medal pantograph engraved, the other named medals
impressed. Swing mounted very fine - extremely fine.
$5,000
Together with several letter cards and envelopes to his wife written by Barnett as POW of Japanese, with Japanese markings on envelopes and censor's stamp;
telegram date stamped 6 Jan 1943 advising Mrs Barnett that her husband, Capt Barnett reported missing is now a POW; another telegram date stamped 14
Sep 1945 advising her that her husband has been liberated; Japanese marked POW metal ID tag; AMF Demobilisation Procedure Book; Certificate of Service
No.18442 of an Officer; various other letters.
MID: LG 6/3/1947, p1093, pos 8; CAG 6/3/1947, p760, pos 49 - for services rendered whilst POW in Japanese hands.
AM: 6/6/1977 In recognition of service to sport.
Benjamin Arthur Barnett, born 23Mar1908 at Melbourne, Vic; Enl.21Jun1940 at Caulfield, Vic; captured when Singapore fell to the Japanese in 1942 and
POW in Changi and then in Thailand on the railway building; liberated in Malaya 12Sep1945; Disch.19Nov1945 as Captain ex Signals 8 Aust Div.
Benjamin Arthur Barnett was born at Auburn, Melbourne, Victoria on 23 March 1908 and was educated at Scotch College, Melbourne. He was an outstanding
sportsman playing Aussie Rules for Hawthorn during the 1920s and cricket for Hawthorn/East Melbourne and Victoria during the 1920s and 1930s. He was
a reserve wicket keeper to 'Bert' Oldfield for the Australian Cricket Test Team that toured England in 1934 and was selected as wicket keeper for the 1938
Australian Team. His cricketing career was interrupted by World War II. He volunteered for service rising to the rank of Captain with 8th Div Signals before
he was captured when Singapore fell to the Japanese.
During his time as a POW, first in Changi and then in Thailand, he maintained records which are now held in the Signal's Museum in Wantirna, Melbourne.
While a POW he organised a 'smuggling' gang that made nightly foraging excursions into Japanese held territory to get 'tucker' for his men. At Changi he
said that cricket matches were played between units until the MO advised the matches should be stopped due to the prisoners' poor diet. He also said that
prisoners kept up-to-date with all the latest news on cricket through the use of a secret radio in the camp and smuggled messages among the inmates.
He was in the first party that worked on the back-breaking Thailand-Burma railway and saw the party of men dwindle from 600 to fewer than 250 under
the atrocious conditions that they had to work. He was lucky because he had escaped getting cholera and dysentery and had not suffered badly from malaria
or beri beri, all conditions that had severely affected other POWs. On one occasion during a terrible march on the Thailand railway Captain Barnett saved a
fellow-prisoner who had collapsed from exhaustion. He helped the man to his feet and then carried the man's gear as well as his own for 5-miles. One prisoner
reported that Barnett had suffered many cruel beatings at the hands of the Japanese because he had 'stood up' for his men.
After he was repatriated Barnett said he was filled in on the goings-on with local cricket by his friend Don Bradman and other members of the cricket board.
He was elected Captain of Hawthorn/East Melbourne but later moved his family to England where he worked for an Australian firm and also played minor
counties cricket for Buckinghamshire. He represented Australia in England at both cricket and tennis and in 1969 was elected President of the International
Lawn Tennis Federation, serving in this position until 1971. When he retired in 1974 he returned to Australia and in 1977 was appointed a member of the
Order of Australia in recognition of his service to sport. He died in Newcastle, NSW on 29 June 1979.

POW Presumed Executed at Ambon
5181
Group of Five to a POW who died on service: 1939-45 Star; Pacific Star; Defence Medal 1939-45; War Medal 1939-45;
Australia Service Medal 1939-45. VX 37151 D.S.Banks. All medals impressed. Extremely fine.
$2,000
Together with two photocopy pages of research and copy of Memorial Scroll.
Donald Nelson Banks, Lance Corporal 2/21 Australian Infantry Battalion; Enl.31May1940 in Toorak Vic; POW presumed executed at Laha Airfield Ambon
20Feb1942.
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Family of Five Serving Brothers, 3 in Action at Tobruk
One Then KIA at Battle of Crete

5182*
Family Group: Group of Five to KIA: 1939-45 Star; Africa
Star; Defence Medal 1939-45; War Medal 1939-45; Australia
Service Medal 1939-45. NX7572 J.Brabin. All medals
impressed.; also Pacific Star. Unnamed (issued to 67783
R.G.Brabin); Nearest Female Relative's badge with five stars,
numbered on reverse A.15850; Mother's and Wife's badge
with one star, numbered on reverse A.1706. The medals in
original boxes with leaflets of issue, uncirculated.
$1,000
Together with Memorial Scroll named to Private J.Brabin, Australian Military
Forces; a pair of aluminium dog tags for 67783 Brabin R.G., RAAF, on
woven cloth neck cord; RAAF cap badge with RAAF Airman's metal hat
badge (KC), inside marked, 'No.451 Made in Australia, Size 6 7/8; RAAF
Movement Order for 67783 R.Brabin and other badges including plastic
Tobruk sweetheart badge and embroidered Aust Women's Land Army badge;
puggaree colour patch for 17 Bn; pennant of black felt and embroidered in
yellow is a Rising Sun badge (KC) and letters M.G : A.I.F., and in the top
left corner is a colour patch of 2/2 MG Bn (type used before unit served in
Tobruk); small framed photo of the five Brabin boys; four photo albums
- (album 1) includes an address made to AIF (ME) by Gen. Hon. Sir Harold
R.L.G.Alexander KCB, CSI, DSO, MC Commander-in-Chief MEF at a
parade of the AIF held in Palestine on 22 December, 1942 in commemoration
of the Fallen Comrades (written at top - Pte. D.Donaldson. 2/2. M.G Batt
NX79734 Held at Gaza Aerodrome); various greeting cards, some military
unit issues, and photos of sights and people in Egypt and Israel; (album 2)
2/2 MG Bn T(obruk) shaped colour patch, also various photos, cards and
letters; (album 3) seven wartime and earlier banknotes from Ceylon, Egypt,
Italy, and Russia, all glued into album; (album 4) photos, cards, telegrams,
newspaper clippings, mostly relating to the Brabin family with many photos
featuring the Brabin brothers, names marked, colour patches for 2/23 Bn
and 2/3 Pioneer Bn, also small white over purple satin ribbon marked,
'N.X.53788 Pte. R.Brabin/2/3 Pioneer Sydney, August, 1940'.
Pte Jack Brabin 2/1 Bn, served in Tobruk and later KIA 23May1941 in the
Battle of Crete.
The Brabin family of five serving brothers included:
Pte Cecil Albert Brabin NX17510, 2/17 Bn (Rat of Tobruk) (born
14Oct1911)
Pte Jack Brabin NX7572, 2/1 Bn (served in Tobruk) (born 27Mar1914)
Spr Bruce Brabin NX71699, Sch of Mily Engineering (served in Tobruk)
(born 31Dec1917)
Pte Frank Brabin NX2773 (Pte 2/1 Bn) & NX42107, 28 Trg Bn (born
17Jul1919)
LAC Ronald Goodwin Brabin NX53783 (Pte 2/3 Pnr Bn) (9/7/19403/12/1940), N103477 (Gunner RAAH) (14/2/1941-30/5/1941) & 67783
(RAAF), Base Torpedo Unit (17/7/1942-11/1/1946) (born 07Jun1924 enlisted three times, twice while under age by stating an incorrect birth year,
the first time at age 16 and the second time aged 16 years & 8 months. He
was finally successful on the third occasion as he was 18.)
Note: Pte Douglas Donaldson NX79734, 2/2 MG Bn (born 24Sep1906 at
Edinburgh, Scotland) married Marion Brabin (served in Aust Women's Land
Army), the widowed mother of the Brabin boys.
lot 5182 - The Brabin Brothers - (l-r) Jack, Cecil, Bruce, Ronald, Frank

See lot 5233.
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HMAS Sydney Casualty With Rare Personal Diary Account of Bartolomeo Colleoni Action

5183*
Group of Five to a HMAS Sydney II casualty: Africa Star; 1939-45 Star; War Medal 1939-45; Australia Service Medal 1939-45;
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal (GVIR) and Bartolomeo Colleoni Medal mounted on contemporary stand with small
enamelled HMAS Sydney badge. 16687 B.F.Biram on first four medals, 16687 P.O. Cook B.F.Biram R.A.N. on last medal.
First to fourth medals impressed, last medal engraved but with recipient's rank and part of name re-engraved. Very fine.
$10,500
Together with PO Birams diary describing life on the HMAS Sydney II between 18Apr1940 to 30Dec1940
including his account of the action with the Bartolomeo Colleoni. A folio with a substantial amount of
research, photos, newspaper clippings, original telegram to family offering sympathy for the loss of their son
on the HMAS Sydney, CD of the official enquiry into the loss of the HMAS Sydney II, PO cap badge.
Bernard Frank Biram, Petty Officer Cook RAN, born 1906 in Warragul, Vic; Enl.22Jun1925 at Coogee,
NSW; Home Port, Sydney; DOD 20Nov1940; posting on death HMAS Sydney II.
Bartolomeo Colleoni medal engraved twice around edge 'B.F.Biram P.O. Cook (O) D.N. 16687.
Loss of HMAS Sydney II in the Indian Ocean with all hands on board.
On 19 November 1941 HMAS Sydney encountered a merchant ship which turned out to be the German
auxiliary cruiser Kormoran in disguise. A fierce battle ensued. The Sydney was last seen by the German
crew limping off into the distance. A fire on board was visible on the horizon and finally she disappeared,
believed sunk with all officers and crew on board. The severely disabled Kormoran was scuttled. It was
not until 2008 that the wreck of the Sydney and the Kormoran were found about 21km apart in the
Indian Ocean and about 2,500 metres below sea level. On discovery, both wrecks were placed under the
protection of the Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976 and they were placed on the Australian National Heritage
List on 14 March 2011.
This is one of the best documented HMAS Sydney II medal groups to be offered, the diary adding the
true personal touch.
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RAN Officer Provided Invaluable Services to
Allied Operations in South West Pacific Area

POW Died During USA Attack on Japanese Convoy

5184*
Group of Five: 1939-45 Star; Pacific Star; War Medal 193945; Australia Service Medal 1939-45; USA, Bronze Star.
C.J.Hood. R.A.N.V.R. on third and fourth medals, first,
second and last medals unnamed. Named medals impressed.
Nearly extremely fine.
$2,000
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 84 (lot 3262).
USA Bronze Star: CAG 3/6/1948, to Lieut Charles J Hood, Royal Australian
Navy, dated 23rd April 1948.
Citation: For meritorious achievement in connection with military operations
against the enemy in Hollandia, Dutch New Guinea and Tacloban, Leyte,
from August 1944 to March 1945. Serving as Liaison Officer, between the
Royal Australian Navy and Headquarters, United States Army Services of
Supply, Lieutenant Hood rendered a noteworthy service in co-ordinating
the movements of Australian Naval Escort vessels with United States Army
convoys routed to forward areas of operations. By successfully directing
communications in connection with the escort services and through unusual
tact and diplomacy, Lieutenant Hood created firm and effective relationships
between these services which proved invaluable to Allied operations in the
South West Pacific Area'

5186*
Group of Four to a POW aboard the 'Tamahoko Maru':
1939-45 Star; Pacific Star; War Medal 1939-45; Australia
Service Medal 1939-45. TX 5420 M.J.Hill. All medals
impressed. Extremely fine.
$1,000
Together with Mother and Widows badge No.A18026, original boxes in
which the medals were mailed out and six photocopy pages of research.

Charles Joseph Hood, born 08Jan1912 at Canterbury, Vic; Lieutenant
(OP) RANVR; Enl.31Mar1941 Home Port, Melbourne; 15Nov1943
apptd Liaison Officer US Army Services of Supply; Appt terminated and
Disch.24Dec1945.

Markwell Jack Hill, labourer, born 16May1920 in Tunnel, Tas;
Enl.26may1941 in Launceston, Tas; died 24Jun1944 by drowning; posting
on death 2/40 Australian Infantry Battalion.

With copy of Service file.

Private M J Hill was a POW on the 'Tamahoko Maru' when a Japanese ship
was hit by a torpedo from the US submarine 'USS Tang'. The 'Tamahoko'
was the closest to the torpedoed ship, was almost blown apart and began
to sink. Hundreds of prisoners jumped into the sea. 560 POWs died which
included 74 Tasmanians.

5185
Group of Four: 1939-45 Star; Pacific Star; War Medal 193945; Australia Service Medal 1939-45. V37359 C.H.Bamford.
All medals impressed. Swing mounted, fine - extremely
fine.
$130
Together with a matching set of swing mounted miniatures.
Clifford Henry Bamford, born 18Apr1911 at Melbourne, Vic; Enl.22May1941
at Parkdale, Vic; Disch.19Nov1945 as Sgt ex 22 Bn.
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POW Captured at Singapore

5189
Trio: Pacific Star; War Medal 1939-45; Australia Service
Medal 1939-45. NX171297 E.H.Davis. All medals
impressed. Very fine - extremely fine.
$120
Together with New Zealand Medical Corps hat badge (KC); Royal Army
Medical Corps hat badge (KC); sweetheart brooch in form of a Rising Sun
collar badge over an Australia shoulder title, silvered.
Edward Horace Davis, Display Manager (by trade a tobacco manufacturer),
born 24Aug1908 at Melbourne, Vic; served in CMF (N437540) 07Oct1942
- 09Sep1943 as Sgt. of Signals - 46Bn & 2 Survey Co AGA; Enl.10Jun1943
in AIF, at Willoughby, NSW; 12Feb1944 to Jungle Warfare Training Centre,
Qld; served at Bougainville 29Dec1944-19Feb1945; Disch.29Jan1946 as Pte
ex 102 Aust Brig W/Shop.

5187*
Group of Four to POW: 1939-45 Star; Pacific Star; War
Medal 1939-45; Australia Service Medal 1939-45. NX30034
L.Stanton. All medals impressed. Swing mounted, very fine
- extremely fine.
$400
Leslie Stanton, born 24Dec1911 at Glebe, NSW; Enl.09Jun1941 at
Paddington, NSW; captured by Japanese while serving with 2/18 Bn in
Singapore and sent to POW camp in Malaya; Disch.20Nov1945 as Pte ex
2/18 Infy Bn.
When Japanese launched their invasion of Singapore, the 2/18 Bn was part
of the 22 Brigade defending the island's east coast but because of the size
of the area to be covered, the 2/18th was too widely dispersed. Despite
inflicting heavy losses on the Japanese force, they were forced to retreat and
then surrender on 15 February 1942. Initially imprisoned in Changi, the
unit members were later sent to various camps including in Malaya where
Pte Stanton was sent. Surviving POWs were liberated in late August 1945
and returned to Australia.

5190*
Pair: Order of Australia Medal (OAM) (Civil); War Medal
1939-45. Harold Vincent Jenner on first medal, B5300
H.V.Jenner on second. First medal pantographed, second
impressed. Extremely fine.
$700
Together with miniature medal, lapel badge and ribbon bar for OAM all
cased and certificate, framed and glazed; identity disc 'HV/Jenner/Misc/
B5300/Bapt'; photographs (7); HMAS 'Tarangau' cap tally band.
OAM: CAG No.S13, 26Jan1982, 'for services to youth welfare'.

5188*
Group of Four to DOW Papua: 1939-45 Star; Pacific Star;
War Medal 1939-45; Australia Service Medal 1939-45. VX
129390 R.M.Stewart. All medals impressed. Extremely
fine.
$1,500

Harold Vincent Jenner, clerk, born 1926 in Brisbane; Enl.04Jan1945
Brisbane; Demob.03Mar1947.

Ronald Malcolm Stewart, Acting Sergeant 39th Battalion (Infantry),
Enl.02Feb1939, Prahran Vic; WIA; DOW 23Jun1942 Papua; Buried Port
Moresby (Bomana) War Cemetery, Papua New Guinea A1 A5.
Together with eight photocopy pages of research.
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Served With RAN Helicopter Flight Vietnam

5191*
Trio to RAN Leading Airman Photographer: Vietnam Medal; Air Medal (USA); South Vietnam Campaign Medal. J.Dawe
R93311. First medal impressed, second and third engraved. Good very fine.
$6,500
Together with bestowal certificate for Air Medal; extract from unit history; extract from nominal roll; correspondence relating to the Governor General's
grant of permission to wear the US award.
US Air Medal: 11 June 1968. 'Awarded for meritorious achievement while participating in aerial flight in the Republic of Vietnam during the period 16
November 1967 to 2 March 1968.'
Petty Officer Leading Airman Photographer John Dawe, Royal Australian Navy. Service: RAN Helicopter Flight Vietnam 15Oct1967 to 16Oct1968; HMAS
Sydney 01Nov1972 to 30Nov1972.

5192
British War Medal 1914-18.25342 Pte. A.H.Nield. N.Z.E.F.
Impressed. Hairlines, otherwise very fine.
$80

Born in Australia - Served With NZ
Died 1920 As Result of War Service
5193
Memorial Plaque WWI, named to Gustave Jahn. Cleaned,
fine.
$200

Pte Alfred Hope Nield, 4th Samoan Relief Force, NZEF, farmer, age 48,
born Salop, England; NOK (friend) Miss Drusilla K.Arkle, Arkle's Bay,
Whangaparaoa, NZ; Enl.25May1916; Emb.29May1916; Disch.18Mar1918;
Died 16Jun1930 of pneumonia at Chatswood, NSW, Australia; Buried at
Northern Suburbs Cemetery.

Pte Gustave Jahn, service no.5/422, Wellington Regt, NZEF, grocer, age
26, born at Melbourne, Australia; son of Mrs E.Zucker (formerly Jahn),
of Wellington, NZ; Emb.26Jul1916; WIA07Jun1917 and to 1st Aust CCS;
21Jun1917 to hospital GSW to back; Disch.28Mar1918 Medically Unfit due
to virus (tuberculosis) contracted while on active service on Western Front;
DOD 06Feb1920; buried at Wellington (Karori) Cemetery.

Ex D.J.Foster Collection.

Ex D.J.Foster Collection.

5194
Pair: British War Medal 1914-18; Victory Medal 1914-19.
72658 Pte. B.W.Frewin. N.Z.E.F. Impressed. Very fine.
$100
Bert Walker Frewin, waterside worker, birth date unknown; NOK, sister at
New Plymouth, Taranaki, NZ.
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Together with certificates for all medals, various photo ID cards, photographs,
certificates for various military appointments and a host of other military
related documents, mostly in Dutch, one of the official languages of
Belgium.

OTHER COUNTRIES

Emile Van Melle, Schepen Andrieeslaan 71, 9000 Gent, Dossier Ni.504.723
- As a freedom fighter in early 1941 was appointed as leader and organiser of
several sections in Division of Leiestreek. Arrested 03Mar1943 by Gestapo
being accused of being leader of the White Brigade active in the municipalities
of Latem, Deurele & Drongen and took part in secret meetings as go-between
at Gent - released after 6 weeks due to lack of evidence. After release was ill
but continued underground activities until 08Jun1944 when again harassed
by Gestapo and had to go underground until end of German occupation. As
arranged by Ministry of Defence, underwent training in England as mechanic
before returning to underground. On 08Jul1947 applied for invalid pension
due to ill health caused by wartime activities, but rejected and as a result, there
was a protracted appeal process that dragged on for years before qualifying
for a war pension on 28Feb1968. The Department of Defence confirmed
that Van Melle held the rank of Lieutenant in the underground movement.

5195
Belgium, Order of the Crown (Knight). Very fine.
$100

Underground Leader Arrested by Gestapo - POW
Later Released and Resumed Resistance Activities

part

5197*
Belgium, a large (approx 27.5x36cm), leather bound book
with some colour cards of Belgium Army soldiers and a
complete portfolio of original documents from 1921 through
to 1960, for Captain-Commandant Emile Jean-Joseph
Disteque, with his library sticker, includes history of his
promotions, his service and awards history, school certificate,
results, attendance record and all original certificates for all
awards, overall a total of 38 documents and certificates,
also in the book is a framed, plastic covered page, purpose
fitted to hold 7 medals and two epaulettes, includes Military
Knight of the Order of Leopold; Knight of the Order of the
Crown; Military Cross 2nd Class; Prisoner of War Medal
1940-1945; Commemorative Medal of the War 1940-1945;
Fencing School Physical Education Circle medal; Sabre
Championship 1st Class 1934 medal; epaulettes with 3
stars and bar for Captain Commandant and small Elite
Regiment badges. Very fine - extremely fine, an outstanding
portfolio. (lot)
$500

part

5196*
Belgium, Group of Ten to Freedom Fighter and POW: Officer
of the Order of the Crown; Knight of the Order of Leopold II;
Gold Palms of the Order of the Crown; Cross of the Political
Prisoner of War 1940-45; Volunteer Combatant's War
Medal; Commemorative Medal of the War 1940-45; Military
Combatant's Medal 1940-45; Commemorative Medal of the
Reign of King Albert I; Gold Cross of Recognition of the
Fraternal Unions of the Secret Army WWII; Medal of the
Armed Resistance 1940-45. Mostly extremely fine.
$500
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POW in Austria at Stalag XVIIIA

Commandant of Civil Territorial Guard (Brabant)
Liaison Officer to Resistance Movement

5198*
Belgium, Trio: War Cross (Croix de Guerre) with Gold Lion
emblem (denotes mentioned in despatches at divisional level);
Commemorative Medal of the 1940-1945 War with Crossed
Sabres emblem (denotes combat service in 1940 campaign);
Prisoner of War Medal 1940-45. Extremely fine. (3)
$150
Together with official Soldier's card of war service 1940-1945 with his photo,
particulars, service and awards; another similar card for same soldier but
for Prisoner of War; 4 documents and envelope dated 1953 addressed to
Sgt Lizin, Leopold CGB at Rue Chemin de Fer, Amay relating to his status
as an Under Officer reservist.
Sgt Leopold Lizin, born 20Apr1919 at Soheit-Tinlot, province of Liege,
Belgium; 10-18May1940 with Fortress Regt of Liege; 18May1940 to
08Aug1941 was POW at Stalag XVIIIA, No.50466.

part

5199*
Belgium, a large portfolio of award certificates and many
other official documents and papers covering the life and
service, both war and post war periods, mostly in French
text, noted one for Cross of Honour of the Brave Resistance
Snipers in Silver from the French Resistance Forces, certificate
no.46 dated 16 November 1946, many other documents
for decorations, awards and association awards, more
than 35 including some Polish and Italian, a very large and
most impressive portfolio; also copies of the Moniteur, a
national newspaper, which features his name and some of
his awards, and various ID cards with his photo. Very good
- very fine. (lot)
$400
Antoine-Henri Beenkens, military service 02Jan1920 to 30Nov1921 8th
Line Regt, Belgian Army of Occupation; 1939 to May1940, Commandant
of the Civil Territorial Guard, industrial region of sea canal Brabant; 1940
to 1945, liaison officer of clandestine Belgian and French groups; 1945 to
1946 attache to the State Major of King's Civil Territorial Guard with rank
of Major; demobilised Jun1946; as well as being involved with the resistance
movement, he was also involved with many patriotic groups, holding a
senior position with most.
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5202*
France, Family Group: Father: (Roger Bonneau - documents
as listed below). Son: (Claude Bonneau) Medaille Militaire;
Croix de Guerre for Foreign Operational Theatres with
Bronze Star emblem; Cross for Military Valour with Palm
emblem; Colonial Medal with clasp Extreme - Orient. Three
of the medals in boxes of issue, uncirculated.
$400
Father: Roger Leon Bonneau, Inspector of Police, was a member of the
Resistance Police. He was awarded Legion d'Honneur (Chevalier); Medaille
de la Resistance; Croix de Guerre 1939-45 with palme et etoile (star); Merite
Social (Chevalier). Also included are a number of photos, many showing
Bonneau in police uniform, also a large compilation of documents including
original certificates for the following awards,
Cross of Honour of Merit of Franco-British Legion (1946)
Cross of Honour Stretcher Release (undated - founded 1946 by Veterans
of French Red Cross)
Medal of Honour of the Police (1948)
Commemorative Medal of the Polish Resistance in France (1948)
Cross of Honour of Social Education (1948)
Commemorative Medal of Volunteer Service in French Liberation (1950)
Commemorative Medal of the War 1939-1945 (1954)
Son: Claude Roger Bonneau of Paris, born 4 August 1929, age 26, son of
Roger Bonneau and Louise Gerard, commenced army training 9 April 1946,
died for France in Algeria on 5 April 1956; his funeral was held 8 September
at Taverny, a suburb of Paris, with a guard of honour provided by members
of the Ancient Combattants and Prisoners of War Association and with many
important officials in attendance.

5200*
Egypt, Order of Merit, 5th Class, silver, gilt and enamel by
(Bichay of Cairo). Very fine, without ribbon.
$150

The Medaille Militaire was awarded posthumously to Corporal Claude Roger
Bonneau, 1/2me Regiment of Colonial Infantry. Citation - 'A re-enlisted
NCO whose courage and elevated sense of duty are worthy of being quoted
as an example. The 5th April 1956, near DJEURF (Nementcha) was part of
a convoy which ran into an ambush set by a hundred heavily armed rebels.
Found a glorious death resisting magnificently the enemy's attacks.' Decree
dated 21 January 1957.

5201
France, WWI Interallied Victory Medal, official issue by
Morlon with rare triangular maker's mark on reverse;
another official issue by Morlon but with Paris Mint
hallmark on reverse. The first with very faded ribbon, the
second without ribbon, good very fine. (2)
$50

Award of Croix de Guerre to Corporal Claude Bonneau, 10 G.P.C.P. Citation:
'A quiet and courageous light infantryman. On 3rd February 1950 at CHIEP
DONG got to within 80 metres of strong enemy resistance. Withdrew on
orders, the last of his group, not less than 20 metres from the enemy, to
allow the evacuation of the dead and wounded.' General Order No.720,
21 December 1951.
Award of Colonial Medal with clasp Extreme - Orient to Corporal Claude
Bonneau, 10 B.P.C.P. (Parachute Group).

Father an Inspector of Police with Resistance
Son Posthumously Awarded Medaille Militaire - KIA
Resisting Rebel Attacks in Algeria 1956

Good Conduct Certificate: 'Captain Weil, commanding 10 B.P.C.P. certifies
that Corporal Claude Bonneau, born 4 August 1929 at Paris (VI) Department
of Seine, has behaved well during all the time he served with the colours and
that he always served with honour and fidelity.'
Together with numerous military related documents and various photos
of Claude Bonneau while on active service, appears to be in French Indo
China.

lot 5202
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WIA Korea and Recognised for Courage in Action

One Brother Recognised for Bravery as Member of
Secret Army - Arrested by Gestapo - Other Brother
Recognised for Courage in Air Force Operations

part

5204*
France, Family Group to Brothers: (Andrie Thomas), a
medal display in oval timber frame (approx 40x32cm)
under glass being a coloured display for Andrie Thomas,
voluntary Quartermaster Gunner on board the 'Lorraine',
served in campaigns in Indies, Syria, Egypt, awarded Colonial
Medal, features his b&w photo in navy seaman's uniform
and Combattant's Cross and 1939-1945 Commemorative
Medal, also separately are his other medals, Volunteer
Combatant's Cross with clasp 'Guerre 1939-1945; Cross
of the Resistance Volunteer Combattant; Colonial Medal
with clasp 'Extreme-Orient', and with various documents
and certificates. (George Thomas), various documents and
certificates only. Good very fine. (lot)
$300

5203*
France, Group of Eight: War Cross for Foreign Operational
Theatres with Bronze Star emblem; UN Korea Medal (French
issue) with clasp Coree; 1939-45 Commemorative War Medal
with three clasps, Atlantique, Mediterranee, Liberation;
United Nations Operations in Korea Commemorative
Medal; 1943-1944 Italian Campaign Medal; Insignia for the
Military Wounded; Indo China Campaign Commemorative
Medal; North Africa Security and Order Operations
Commemorative Medal with clasp Algerie, also USA
Presidential Unit Citation. Swing mounted with felt backing,
very fine - good very fine.
$500
Private Jean Giordani, born 11Feb1917 at Toulon, France; volunteered for
3 years on 08Jan1937 and at end received Certificate of Good Conduct;
rejoined Jeanne d'Arc 31May1944 until 01Aug1945; re-engaged 26Feb1952
in French Land Forces of United Nations; Emb.11Jul1952 for Korea;
WIA left shoulder on 06Oct1952 at Myogang-Myon, Korea; medical
evacuation 25Dec1952; rejoined HQ French Forces at UN 27Mar1953;
Disch.02Mar1955.

Andre Lucien Thomas, born 30Mar1923 at Cognin (Savoy), France; entered
service at 5th Depot 29Apr1941 until 08May1941, Anti-aircraft artillery
(Marseilles) 08May1941 to 01Mar1943; Paris 01Mar1943 to 01Sep1943;
leave without pay 01Sep1943 to 20Feb1945; Quartermaster gunner
01Jul1945; sent on long duration leave 09Dec1945; served in Far East
campaign; service history of 3 years 9 months and 4 days ashore and 8 months
and 8 days at sea; awarded elementary qualification as Gunner at Marseilles
01Oct1941; awarded Anti-aircraft sound man at Toulon 01Aug1942;
received Certificate of Good Conduct with mention 'Exemplary'

Croix de Guerre TOE to Jean Giordani, French Bn UNO, 1st Company,
citation: 'Newly arrived in Korea, has already been noted by his courage on
the 25th July 1952, during an enemy attack on an outpost in the region of
SONGGH'ON DONG (Korea). Has contributed by his calm and fighting
spirit to the failure of this attempt. Volunteer in a reinforcement section,
his courage was admired by all during the fighting on Hill 281, MYOGANMYON region (Korea). His position was in one of the most exposed sectors,
was severely wounded when, with carefully aimed fire, he stopped a group
of Chinese overrunning our positions.'

Awarded a French Forces of the Interior (FFI) Citation No.91 by Major
Heritier, Chief, Secret Army of Savoy - Citation - 'Devoted and brave young
member of the Secret Army. Was usefully employed in many operations of
the Resistance, answering his chief's calls with dedication. Arrested by the
Gestapo on 14 January 1944.' Signed under seal by Major Planche, Head,
French Forces of the Interior, Savoy and by Major Heritier, Chief, Secret
Army of Savoy.

Together with photocopies and some original documents for awards as well
as service records and other documents.

Sgt Georges Thomas, 502nd Observation Group, awarded Croix De Guerre
with Bronze Star citation on 8 July 1940 by Lt Col Cottias, commanding
the Air Force of Paris, in Squadron Orders with citation: 'Excellent machine
gunner. Showed great courage and coolness on 30 June 1940, during a
low-level reconnaissance mission over enemy territory by machine-gunning
enemy posts to cover the withdrawal of his crew, whose observer had just
been wounded. Had his aircraft crippled and forced to land close to the
[front] lines.'
Together with a large portfolio of French language documents including the
above certificates/citations, ID cards with photos, Secret Army member's
card, various other photo ID cards for membership of military organisations,
service records and other documents, a most comprehensive collection sorted
into order in a folder, many with translation.
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5205
France, Order of Commercial Merit, Knight (Ordre du
Merite Commercial, chevalier); another, Officer, with rosette
on ribbon, by Kretly, Paris; Order of the National Economy
(Ordre de l'Economie Nationale, Chevalier). Extremely fine,
all in boxes of issue. (3)
$300

5209*
Italy, German-Italian Campaign Medal 1940-43, by De
Marchis, maker's mark, 'Lorioli Milano'. Very fine.
$90
Ex D.J.Foster Collection.

5206*
Germany, Schwarzburg - Rudolstadt und - Sonderhausen,
Medal for Merit in War 1914. Toned, good very fine.
$80
5207
Germany, World War I, Iron Cross 1914; World War II, Iron
Cross 1939, screw back. Very fine. (2)
$150

5210*
Russia, USSR, Order of the Red Banner, numbered on
reverse, 129553. Very fine.
$250

5208*
Germany, Third Reich, War Merit Cross with Swords 2nd
Class; Eastern Front Medal; together with award certificates
named to Gefreiten (Lance Corporal) Michael Welter 15/
Kw.Trsp.Rgt 605, the first dated 17.11.1942, the second
dated 29 August 1942; also Army Driver's Proficiency
badge; riband bar for above two medals; miniature riband
set with lapel button fitting. Very fine - extremely fine. (5+2
certificates)
$250
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5211*
Russia, USSR, Order of the Patriotic War First Class,
numbered on reverse, 61249. Good very fine and an earlier
issue.
$500

5214*
Russia, USSR, Order of the October Revolution, numbered
on reverse, 108282. Extremely fine.
$250

5212*
Russia, USSR, Order of the Patriotic War Second Class,
numbered on reverse, 536489. Nearly extremely fine.
$150

5215*
Russia, USSR, Order of Friendship of Peoples, numbered on
reverse, 36045. Good very fine.
$250

5213
Russia, USSR, Order of Suvorov Third Class, numbered on
reverse, 1547. A well made reproduction, good very fine.
$50
498

5216*
Russia, USSR, Order of Personal Courage, (type 1) in silver
and enamel, numbered 00953 on reverse, together with book
no.926096 that accompanies the award with matching serial
number 00953, date of award 7 November 1989 to (name
in Russian text). Cased, uncirculated and rare.
$2,500

5218*
Russia, USSR, Ushakov Medal in silver, numbered on reverse,
5004. Good very fine and scarce.
$1,000

5217*
Russia, USSR, Partisan Medal First Class in silver. Edge
bumps, fine.
$150

5219*
Russia, USSR, Nakhimov Medal in brass, numbered on edge,
3011. Toned, good very fine and rare.
$1,500
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5220
Russia, USSR, collection including Soviet Guards Unit badge;
Order of the Patriotic War 1st Class; various medals for
civilian achievements, long service and battle campaigns.
All with ribbons and housed in a medal folder, extremely
fine. (41)
$550

Document for Award to Medical Officer Recognised
for Bravery and 13 Other Medals with Documents

Collection of Documents to Senior Air Force Officer

part

5222*
Russia, USSR, Group of Thirteen: Labour Veteran Medal;
Medal for Defence of Leningrad; Medal for the Defence of
the Caucasus; Medal for Assiduous Labour Effort in the
Great Patriotic War of 1941-1945; Medal for the Capture
of Koenigsberg; Medal for the Capture of Berlin; Medal in
Honour of the Centenary of Lenin's Birth; 20th Anniversary
of Victory in the Great Patriotic War; 30th Anniversary of
Victory in the Great Patriotic War; 40th Anniversary of
Victory in the Great Patriotic War; 60th Anniversary of the
USSR Armed Forces; 70th Anniversary of the USSR Armed
Forces; Medal of Zhukov. Mostly extremely fine.
$300
Together with Order booklet no.A060235 which shows photo of recipient,
Tamara Pavlovna Kuznetsova, and lists awards of,
Red Star serial no.222461 awarded by 61 Rifle Division - 15.6.43.
Red Star serial no.929777 awarded by Army - 18.10.44.
Patriotic War II serial no.569268 awarded by Army - 14.6.45
part

Also booklets for twelve of the medals listed above which include medal
image and details as well as Tamara Pavlovna Kuznetsova's name. The third
listed medal has a document with it instead of a booklet.

5221*
Russia, USSR, group of documents dating from 1945
onwards relating to Air Force senior officer, Colonel
Koshman, includes Order booklet no.275064 with four
awards listed, also booklets for various other medals and
commemorative badges as well as other papers, all in Russian
text, also included is a b&w photograph of Koshman
wearing his uniform as a Colonel in the Russian Air Force
with all of his medals and commemorative badges attached.
Fine - very fine. (25 + photo)
$150

Medical Service Reserve Senior Lieutenant Tamara Pavlovna Kuznetsova,
born 1919 at Voronezh Oblast, Russia; education - upper level; Party
Membership from 1943; served in the Red Army Sep1941 - Jun1946; listed as
MIA 22Jul1942 however no other details of her escape or repatriation; at one
stage assigned as Medical Platoon Leader to 3 Independent Rifle Battalion,
76 Independent Rifle Brigade, but no dates available; Disch.31Jul1950
near Minsk.
The official citation sheet for her first award, Order of the Red Star, lists her
as Military Doctor 3rd Class serving as Junior Doctor, Medical Company, 66
Rifle Regt and she participated in the Liberation of Kuban 20Jan - 01Jun1943.
Her citation for the award is as follows.
'Beginning 20.1.43 during the liberation of the Kuban region near NovoDmitrievskaya, Severskaya, Ilskaya, Golubovskii Farm, and 'Square' Heights,
near Sheptalskii Farm, she displayed bravery and courage, disregarding her
personal safety while working under heavy enemy machinegun and mortar
fire, working as a regimental doctor she rendered medical aid to wounded
soldiers and commanders. She personally applied 272 field dressings to
heavily traumatized victims. During combat for the 'Square' heights from
4-15 April 1943, she and the divisional doctor together conducted 25 difficult
operations on wounded soldiers and commanders, saving their lives. As a
doctor she disregards fatigue and is concerned with saving Red Army soldiers'
lives; she employs all her knowledge and abilities to healing soldiers and
commanders and returning them to duty.'
The official citation sheet for her second award, Order of the Patriotic War
First Class (endorsed for award of Order of the Red Star [2nd occasion]), lists
her as Military Doctor 3rd Class serving as Medical Company Commander,
66 Rifle Regt and she participated in combat beginning 22Jun1941 on the
Southern Front, 01Feb1943 on the North Caucasus Front, 01Sep1943 (4)
Ukranian Front and since 20Jun1944 on (1) Belorussian Front. Her citation
for the award in part reads as follows.
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'Since the first days of the Patriotic War, she has bravely fought for the
liberation of our Motherland from the German bandits. She has fought from
the Caucasus mountains through the entire Kuban, Ukraine, Belorussia,
and now bravely fights to liberate Poland. She is a participant of fighting to
eradicate the Nikopol bridgehead and the Dnepr forces river crossing.......
During the fighting all wounded were evacuated from the battlefield in a
timely manner, thanks to her succinct leadership the lives of many Red Army
soldiers were saved.'

5224
Russia, USSR, Pair: Capture of Berlin Medal; Liberation
of Warsaw Medal, mounted for wear; also Medal for
Distinguished Service in Defending Public Order, numbered
on reverse, 0152; Medal for Partisan of the Patriotic War
2nd Class; Medal For Distribution of Fame for Labor; 50th
Anniversary of Soviet Union. Very fine - extremely fine. (6)
$100

The official citation sheet for her third award, Order of the Patriotic War
Second Class, lists her as Senior Lieutenant, Medical Company, 66 Rifle
Regt and she participated in combat beginning 22Jun1941 on the Southern,
North Caucasus, (3) & (4) Ukranian, (1) & (3) Belorussian, and (1) Ukranian
Fronts. Her citation for the award in part reads as follows.

5225
USA, Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps and Coast Guard
medals, including for campaigns, long service, qualification,
and also some decorations. Appear to be all different, mostly
extremely fine - uncirculated. (36)
$350

'Comrade Kuznetsova has defended our Motherland since the first days of
the Patriotic War, in fighting she has traced a glorious trail from the Caucasus
mountains to the city of Berlin......In fighting to eradicate the surrounded
pocket near Hennikendof on 2.5.45 when Germans were trying to break out
of encirclement, they attacked our rear-echelon units, however in resulting
fighting the medical company killed 14 German soldiers and captured 42
German soldiers and officers.'
Together with full details of citations and other information.

5226
World singles: Africa General Service Medal 1939-45, in
silver. N6048 O.Marumo. Impressed.; South African Medal
for War Services 1939-45, in silver. Unnamed.; Rhodesia
General Service Medal 1968. 650355 Pte. E.Ngwenya.
Engraved.; Zimbabwe Independence Medal 1980. 09746.
Impressed. Very fine - extremely fine. (4)
$80

Group to Russian Jew with Medal Booklets

5227
World medals, Austria, Campaign Medal 1873 (awarded for
China 1900 Campaign); Germany, Baden, Commemorative
Medal for 1849, missing suspension; Italy, Medal for the
Veterans' and Returnees' Guard of Honour of the Tombs
of Kings Vittorio Emmanuelle II and Umberto I 1920, 1st
type by Italian Royal Mint; War Commemorative Medal
1940-43; Anita Garibaldi Death Anniversary Medal 1932;
Japan, Manchurian Incident War Medal 1931-34, in box of
issue . The first with damaged ribbon, the second missing
suspension, otherwise fine - extremely fine. (6)
$150
Ex D.J.Foster Collection.

5223*
Russia, USSR, Group of Eleven to a Russian Jew who later
settled in Australia: Order of the Red Star (2); Defence of
Kiev; Medal for Defence of Kiev; Medal for Assiduous
Labour Effort in the Great Patriotic War of 1941-1945;
Medal for the Capture of Berlin; Medal for the Liberation of
Warsaw; 20th Anniversary of Victory in the Great Patriotic
War; 5oth Anniversary of the USSR Armed Forces; Medal
of Zhukov; 50 Years of Victory in the Great Patriotic War;
60 Years Victory in the Great Patriotic War; also Australian
Association of Jewish Holocaust Survivors & Descendants
commemorative medal 1945-1995; Medal Commemorating
60 Years Victory over Germany 1945-2005 awarded to
Jewish fighters against the Nazis; USSR commemorative
badges (2), various ribands and riband bars. One Red Star
with screw backing converted to pin back fitting and some
loss of enamel, fine - uncirculated.
$600

5228
World medals, Belgium, WWI Interallied Victory Medal,
official type 1 by Paul DuBois; another unofficial type 1 with
hallmark below wreath on reverse, no maker; Cuba, WWI
Interallied Victory Medal cast copy; also miniature WWI
Interallied Victory Medals, one for France and another for
Romania. Very fine - good very fine. (5)
$70

5229
World medals, France, Combatant's Cross; 1939-1945
Commemorative War Medal with clasp Engage Volontaire;
also USA, Military Merit Medal with oak leaf cluster together
with pin back riband bar and miniature enamel riband, all in
case of issue; Australia, 60th Anniversary of End of WWII
official government issue commemorative medal in original
case with certificate. Extremely fine - uncirculated. (4)
$50

Together with Order booklet no.A144634 for Alexander Kaluka which
lists above two Red Stars with listed serial numbers 228885 and 1712634
which match numbers on the medals; also booklets for nine medals (one
with two booklets but different dates) and the commemorative badges listed
above which include medal or badge image and details; 2 pages from service
record in Russian text.
Senior Lieutenant Alexander Kaluka enlisted Aug1939;
Disch.24Mar1945.
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5231
Australian Naval flag, red, reinforced stitching and heavy
duty linen for flag mount. Very fine.
$40

MILITARIA

Rare Pair of Boer War and WWI Tribute Fob Medals
to 1st Light Horse Man WIA and DCM at Gallipoli

5232*
Japanese officer's flag, combat captured WWII, features
Rising Sun symbol surrounded by multiple signatures and
messages written in Japanese text, these mostly emanating
out from centre to create a starburst pattern, the flag (approx
107x75cm) is matted timber frame set (approx 120x90cm).
Fine.
$150

5230*
Boer War and WWI tribute fob medals, both in 15 carat
gold and attached to 9 carat gold fob chain accompanied by
gold plated Waltham full hunter gentlemen's pocket watch
with small initials, 'CG' on lid, the first medal in shape of
a Maltese cross surmounted by a lion and with monogram
initials 'CG' in centre, reverse inscribed, 'Presented/To/
Corporal/C.Grimson/By His Cumnock Friends/For His
Patriotic Services/In/S.Africa/1902', the second medal by
W.Kerr features crossed rifles over a scroll with the date
'1915' and below the cut-out name 'Dardanelles', below
a wreath with cross at centre, on the reverse is inscribed,
'Presented to/Corporal C.Grimson/D C M/by the Residents
of/Cumnock & District/as a Token of Admiration/for his
Gallantry/At The/Dardanelles/20.8.1915' (gross weight with
chain 90g). Good fine.
$4,500

In very worn condition, staining, tacked down under glass, torn piece at
bottom left (16.5cm x 19cm), moth holes are scattered over the flag. These
flags carried by WWII Japanese officers were signed by family and friends
with messages of wishes for a safe return. No mail out for this lot, collection
only from the Sydney Office.

582 Lance Corporal Charles Grimson 1st Light Horse, DCM, QSA (2 bars)
World War I trio held by AWM.
Charles Grimson, a farmer from Yullundry near Cumnock, was born in a
tent on the bank of Buckinbah Creek and was the first born of one of the
pioneers of that district; served in the Boer War as a Corporal with 3rd
NSW Mounted Rifles under Colonel Remington; WWI: Enl.08Sep1914 with
1st LH Regt; appt'd Lance Corporal 10Oct1914; Emb.20Oct1914; WIA
05Jun1915 GSW foot at Gallipoli; awarded DCM LG 6/9/1915 - Citation:
For conspicuous gallantry on the night of the 28th - 29th May, 1915, near
Gaba Tepe (Dardanelles). Owing to the explosion of a mine which destroyed
a portion of our parapet, the enemy was enabled to occupy a portion of our
trenches, thus dividing the defending force into two. Lance Corporal Grimson
crawled over the broken ground towards the enemy, capturing successively
three Turks. He then, with the greatest courage, entered the remaining
portion of the trench held by the enemy, about twelve in number, compelled
them all to surrender, thus enabling the defending forces to re-unite.; RTA
15Aug1915 due to war injury; Disch.22Nov1915 and residing at 'Quinn's
Post', Lodge Street, Hornsby, NSW; Died 20Oct1938.
With research.
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C.Durrance NX78916 Rockdale (2 Aust L of C Postal Unit)

Italian Army Flag Captured at Tobruk

'Sis' A.Carey NX (no number shown) Lakemba
'The Take' J.Haining NX78763 Chatswood (HQ 3 Aust Armd Div)
'The Greyhound' A.Hennessy NX79362 Gosford (2 MG Bn)
'Babbling Brook' Pte Pat Hogan N104665 Parkes
'AWL' N.Holden NX80785 Summer Hill (30 Aust Infy Trg Bn)
'Piker' L.B.Hudson NX79630 (8 Training Bn)
R.J.Humberge NX78652 Undercliffe (2/3 MG Bn)
'Bluey' C.Jackson NX31066 Burwood
'Sport' W.S,.Jones NX78762 Croydon Park (HQ 3 Aust Armd Div)
'Dadda' L.L.King NX80509 Gosford (2/3 MG Bn)
'Oatseed' C.Lindstedt NX78768 Hurstville (38 Aust Works coy)
'Ludo' Sgt T.M.Loadsman NX80877 Murwillumbah (Camp Staff Casino)
'Rigger' Sgt J.S.Mackarell NX78800 Annandale (2 MG Bn)
'Winger' Sgt McAlpine NX7883 Dee Why (14/15 RFTS 2/2 MG Bn)
'Baby Face' J.R.Mudge NX81065 Lidcombe (2/3 MG Bn)
'Buddy' Sgt Norton NX80685 Dubbo (5 MG Bn)
'Meateater' Cpl C.Pearce NX78813 Tamworth (2/3 MG Bn)
'Shrpnell' (sic) N.Pearce NX82320 Balmain (14/15 RFTS 2/2 MG Bn)
'The Ponga Frog' N.Robbie NX81055 Canberra (2 Tank Attack Regt)
Sgt Scollen NX82143 Rockdale (7 MG Bn)
'Midnight' D.C.Smith NX79035 Lindfield (2/3 MG Bn)
W.J.Smith NX80947 South Coast
'Phil The ?' Sgt J.Spiller NX78650 Kingsgrove (5 L of C Sub Area)
'Wimpes' Cpl Stockman NX79033 Ashfield (2/2 MG Bn)
C.Thacker NX79093 Glebe Point (2/3 Aust Field Baking Platoon)
'Bromide' D.Thorncroft NX80478 Collaroy (School of Sigs NGF)
'Slap Happy' G.Wilson NX78764 Chatswood (HQ 3 Aust Armd Div)
'Swify' (sic) H.Wright NX81142 Redfern (3 Aust Retd Stores Depot)
See lot 5182.

Italian Army Flag Captured at Tobruk
5233*
Tobruk flag, an Italian Army flag (approx 110x79cm)
captured at Tobruk, printed at top centre of flag, '24.1.41/
Tobruk Libia/To Mother/From Jack', at left side fitted to the
flag is a small, canvas rectangular flag (approx 40x42cm)
bearing names of men in training with Jack Brabin and
printed across the centre is, 'Arrived at Dubbo December
Left for Bathurst April', also, 'Machine Gunners (illegible
details) AIF Enlisted December 1941', the flag has attached
to it many badges including Australian Rising Sun badges,
RAAF Airman's badge, others including some foreign badges,
a 3 years overseas service chevron, various sweetheart
badges, also tinnies mainly for patriotic funds. Fine - very
fine. (lot)
$500
5234*
Tobruk flag, an Italian Army flag (approx 110x79cm)
captured at Tobruk, printed at top centre of flag, '24.1.41/
Tobruk. Libya/To. Eleanor./From. Jack'. A few areas with
loss of material, otherwise fine.
$250

This flag was sent by Jack Brabin 2/1 Bn (KIA at Crete) to his mother,
Marion Brabin. The date on the flag, 24.1.41 is the day that the port at
Tobruk was re-opened after the allies had begun action to cut off the port
on 6 January, a battle that would continue until 22 January 1941 when the
Italians surrendered. After mine sweeping the surrounding waters, the port
was opened by the allies on 24 January.
List in surname alphabetic order of the names on the flag is as follows.
'Major' A.Andrews NX87706 Manly

Together with remains of a heavy cloth wrapping (approx 41x37cm), with
affixed Australian postage stamps, addressed to: Mrs J.Galbraith, 633 Old
Sth Head Rd, Rose Bay, Sydney, NSW, Australia; marked on the cloth,
'Contents/1 Flag' signature below and then, 'No Commercial/Value'.

'Baldy' Cpl F.L.Badcock NX82145 (2/3 MG Bn)
'Kindergarden' (sic) J.Betts NX7866 Berowra (2 MG Bn)
'Blondie' T.L.Booth NX80903 Murwillumbah (2/3 MG Bn)

This flag was sent by Jack Brabin 2/1 Bn (KIA at Crete) to his sister, Mrs
J.Galbraith (Eleanor) nee Brabin. The date on the flag, 24.1.41 is the day
that the port at Tobruk was re-opened after the allies had begun action to
cut off the port on 6 January, a battle that would continue until 22 January
1941 when the Italians surrendered. After mine sweeping the surrounding
waters, the port was opened by the allies on 24 January.

Cpl Burfield NX80162 Annandale (2/3 MG Bn)
'Doolittle' C.Clifford NX80792 Ashfield (1 Armd Regt Wkshps)
'Deserthead' A.L.Collins NX82394 Junee (2/3 MG Bn)
? Conard NX74648? Artarmon
'Desterter'(sic) W.Corbett NX78688 Sydney (2/3 MG Bn)

See also lot 889.

'Donga' D.Donaldson NX79734 Narwee (14/15 RFTS 2/2 MG Bn)
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5235
WWII souvenired items, some from Tobruk, includes Italian
'Red Devil' hand grenade (deactivated); Italian 45mm Brixia
mortar bomb (deactivated); First Field Dressing pack by
Johnson & Johnson, March 1941; another as previous but
unbranded; other bits and pieces including parts, salvaged
spent bullet, and other items. Mostly fine - very fine. (lot)
$70

5236*
Tobruk ring, made in aluminium featuring a square top with
voided T. Fine.
$50
The aluminium used in the ring was probably made by Army engineers
from the metal retrieved from crashed German aircraft in the Tobruk area,
as were many other items including one type of the Rats of Tobruk medals
made during the siege.

5238*
Australia, WWI, 29th Battalion, pair of original opposing
woven cloth colour patches. Condition as issued, rare.
$150

part

5237*
British bulldog, in a blue circle with naval anchor behind
and crossed flags, the English Union Jack and the Australian
flag (blue), the design masterfully woven in silk onto a large
canvas sheet (approx 47x45cm), probably for fitting in
frame and wall hanging as there are small securing holes
around the edge; also WWI souvenir handkerchief, Britain's
Glory, featuring Union Jack and Admiral Sir John R. Jellicoe
(approx 29.5x33cm); another featuring soldiers firing field
gun and in each corner a soldier and flags of British, French,
Russian and Belgian origin (approx 32x33cm). The first with
foxing on canvas, otherwise very fine. (3)
$100

5239*
Australia, WWI, 38th Battalion, pair of original opposing
woven cloth colour patches. Condition as issued, rare.
$150
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5242*
Australia, WWI, 9th Australian Mobile Veterinary Section,
pair of original opposing woven cloth colour patches.
Condition as issued, rare.
$200

5240*
Australia, WWI, 1st Australian Division Artillery, pair of
original opposing woven cloth colour patches. Condition
as issued, rare.
$200

5243
Australia, WWI, aluminium identity disc, 5444 J.S.Graham,
22nd Btn A.I.F. Pres. Engraved. Very good.
$100

5244
Australia, WWI, original brass Anzac 'A', and a wound
stripe. Very fine. (2)
$120

5245*
Australia, WWII, Mothers and Widows badge with three
stars, No.A17791. Extremely fine.
$150

5241*
Australia, WWI, 8th Australian Mobile Veterinary Section,
pair of original opposing woven cloth colour patches.
Condition as issued, rare.
$200
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5249*
Australia, Administrative and Instructional Staff Corps,
1903-1912, Rising Sun Officer's hat badge (63x48mm)
and collar badges (2)(41x29mm) in gilt with silver overlay
scrolls and red enamel. Gilt worn off hat badge, good very
fine. (3)
$500

part

5246*
Australia, Female Relative's badges, WWII, all with one star,
includes issues for Army (5), Air Force (4) and one scarce
Navy issue. One Air Force issue heavily toned, otherwise
very fine - extremely fine. (10)
$150

5250
Rising sun, hat badges (3) and collar badges (3), Australia
Army Apprentice School hat badge, Australia shoulder title,
RASC uniform patch, RAAF cap badge, War Chest tin badge
and a 19th Century 'In Defence' medal in silver and gold.
Fine - very fine. (12)
$120

5247
Female Relative badges, WWII, one by G & E Rodd 1940,
numbered on reverse A62584, with one star, two by Angus
& Coote 1942, numbered on reverse A164230, with two
stars and A82089, with three stars. Very fine. (3)
$80

5251
Australia, WWI, Rising Sun hat badges, three with sliders,
one with lugs. Very good - very fine. (4)
$200
5252
Australia, WWII, Rising Sun hat badges. Very good - very
fine. (6)
$120
5253
Australia, 1948-1953, Rising Sun hat badges, silvered (2)
and gilt, collar badge, gilt. Fine - very fine. (4)
$100

5248*
Australian Commonwealth Horse, first pattern 1902, Rising
Sun collar badge (36x23mm). Good very fine.
$200

5254
Australia, Rising Sun collar badges (KC) in blackened bronze
(12); Australia shoulder titles in blackened bronze (18);
officer's pips in blackened bronze (23). Mostly very fine or
better. (53)
$100
5255
Australia, WWI-WWII, Rising Sun collar badge. Very fine
- extremely fine. (11)
$150
5256
Australia, Rising Sun collar badges (KC) (8, seven in oxidised
bronze and one in gilt); also Air Force LAC (Leading
Aircraftman) metal arm sleeve badge (WWII), in blackened
bronze with backing plate. Very fine - extremely fine. (9)
$60
5257
Australia, WWI-c1990, assorted metal and plastic badges,
cloth colour patches, miniature British War Medal and
Victory Medal, badges, Royal Australian Regiment, Royal
Australian Survey Corps, Australian Intelligence Corps,
Returned from Active Service, Civil Constructional Corps.
Very good - extremely fine. (43)
$150

lot 5249 part
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5263
Australia, WWI Returned from Active Service (AIF) lapel
pin; NSW Ex-Prisoners of War Assn badge, (KC) (2,
different types); TPI Assn Life Subscriber badge (KC); Royal
Australian Navy Reserves badge (KC); Royal Air Force Assn
badge (KC); Regular Defence Forces Assn badge (QC). Very
fine - extremely fine. (7)
$50

5258
World, British Commonwealth, service riband bars, WWI
trios (3, one with Mercantile Marine War Medal riband),
WWII pairs (3, 1939-45 Star and Pacific Star [2] and 193945 Star and War Medal 1939-45); enamel lapel colour patch
for Australian Army 1st Divison, 2nd Brigade, 5th Battalion;
WWII RAN sweetheart brooch, metal anchor and KC with
R.A.N. below all covered in Perspex, suspension ring at top
missing; RAAF wings sweetheart brooch (KC); WWII Victory
Medal as issued to Australian school children; also Austria,
Republic, Military Service Bronze Medal (established 1963
for successful completion of compulsory basic military
service training). Very good - very fine. (12)
$50
5259
Military buttons, various sizes and finishes, includes
Australian Military Forces (146), world (38) mostly British,
also other bits and pieces for belts and several mixed size
brass Cotter split pins for badges and pips. Mostly good
- extremely fine. (200+)
$50

part

5264*
Australia, RSL League badges, large two figure type (1),
small two figure type (2), three figure type (16), three figure
type pins (2). Fine - extremely fine. (21)
$70
5265
Medal Ribbons, part rolls for Turkish Crimea Medal 185556; British South Africa Company's Medal; Baltic Medal
1854-55; Colonial Police Medal 1938; Colonial Special
Constabulary Long Service Medal 1957; New Zealand
Medal 1845-60; Order of St John; OBE (Military) and (Civil
1st type); British Empire Medal (Civil) 1937; Territorial Force
War Medal 1914-18; Coronation Medal 1902; Coronation
(Police) Medal 1911; Jubilee Medal 1977; George Medal;
India Medal 1895-1902; India General Service Medal 193639 and 1939-45. As new. (18)
$150
5266
Medal ribbons, part rolls for Afghanistan Medal 1878-80;
India General Service Medal 1854-95; India Medal 1895-02;
Colonial Auxiliary Forces Long Service Medal; Mercantile
Marine War Medal 1914-18; Victory Medal 1914-19;
1939-45 Star; Atlantic Star; Rhodesia Medal 1979-1980;
Naval Long Service Good Conduct Medal 1915-62; and
for miniatures, British War Medal 1914-18; Victory Medal
1914-19; Korea Medal 1950-53; Vietnam Medal 196473; Active Service Medal 1975; Naval Long Service Good
Conduct Medal 1915-62; Russia, Soviet 40th Anniversary
Medal; Zimbabwe Independence Medal. As new. (17)
$150
5267
Medal ribbons, full and part rolls for George Medal; Imperial
Service Medal; Distinguished Flying Cross, standard and
miniature; Distinguished Flying Medal, full rolls standard
and miniature; British Empire Medal (Civil) 1936-, standard
full rolls (2) and miniature (1). As new. (9)
$150
5268
Medal ribbons, Australia, part rolls for Star of Courage;
Bravery Medal; Distinguished Service Medal; Australia
Sports; and for miniatures, Star of Gallantry; Bravery Medal;
Distinguished Service Medal; Conspicuous Service Medal;
Service Medal (Civilian) 1939-45; Service Medal 1945-75;
National Medal; Australia Sports. As new. (12)
$150

part

5260*
Military and naval buttons, includes 1st Australian Horse
(2, large and small), both by Stokes & Sons, Melbourne;
Machine Gun Corps (KC) (2), by Armfield Ltd, Birmingham;
Australian Commonwealth (EVIIR) (3, one large, two small),
two by Stokes & Sons, Melb and one small by C.Anderson,
Sydney; QVC crown naval issue, by C.&J.W.Eldon,
warranted naval quality; R.A.N.B. (Royal Australian Naval
Brigade) (KC), by Firmin & Sons Ld, London; also 7th Infy
Bn miniature cloth colour patch mounted on a silvered lapel
brooch bar by K.G.Luke, Melb. Fine - extremely fine. (10)
$100
5261
RAN, Petty Officer hat badge (QC) in bullion embroidered;
another in gilt metal (KC) (missing securing lug); Petty
Officer gilt metal collar badges (QC) (2); Petty Officer Class
1 metal attachment (QC); Australia navy gilt buttons (QC)
by Stokes & Sons (12, as new); Queensland State Emergency
Service lapel badges (3). Very fine - uncirculated. (20)
$50
5262
Australia, WWI Returned from Active Service badges (AIF)
(3, two missing lugs and the other repaired); WWII Returned
from Active Service badges (5); WWII General Service badges
(type 2) (4). Good - extremely fine. (12)
$100
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5269
USA, Civil War relics, soldier's accroutrement buckle;
percussion cap; cartridge box finial; sabre belt stud; .44
calibre round ball; .58 calibre williams cleaner type 3; .54
calibre 3 ring; .52 calibre Spencer repeating rifle; .44 calibre
Army revolver (hole in base). Contained in cardboard box
(155x130mm) with glass top, fair - very good. (9 items)
$150

5273
National Rifle Association of New South Wales, Newcastle
Tramway Institute Rifle Club medal to R.Staples/P.Staples
1929 (30mm); Falkland Islands, Elizabeth II, 'With the
Compliments of 365' Islands Company 365, aluminium
(32mm); Japan, U.S. Naval Base Yokosuka, Yokohama juke
box token; Vietnam, military canteen token, U.S. Naval
Support, Danang, ten cents in trade; another, United Seamans
Service; another, 101st A.B.N. Division, 25 cents; Australian
Defence Canteens (A.D.F.C.) bottle token, one penny. Fine
- very fine. (7)
$90

5274
WWI original map of War Department Land on Salisbury
Plain, by Ordnance Survey, England 3rd edition (c1914),
on paper with canvas covered covers. Ageing and foxing on
inside of covers, otherwise fine for age.
$100

5275
Australia, A.U.R. (Adelaide University Regiment) partly
used Officers Mess and Sergeants Mess chits booklets, with
chits for one penny, threepence, fourpence and sixpence.
First booklet with 'Lt Orchard' handwritten on front and
handwritten note on back, very fine. (2)
$150

5270*
USS Blue Ridge LCC-19 plaque, in brass (173mm), marked
in ink on reverse, 'Sydney/1992', with two screw holes on
reverse for fitting. Very fine.
$100
USS Blue Ridge (LCC-19), an Amphibious Command and Control (LCC)
ship was put 'in commission special' on 14 November 1970. She is the lead
ship of two Blue Ridge class command ships of the USN and is command ship
providing command, control, communications, computers and intelligence
support to the commander and staff of the US Seventh Fleet. She is the
oldest deployable warship of the USN and is expected to stay in service until
2039. USS Blue Ridge entered Sydney Harbour on 1 May 1992 as part of
the combined fleet of Australian and American warships at the start of the
50th Anniversary of the Battle of the Coral Sea. This was the conclusion of
Exercise Coral Sea 92 which was conducted off Australia's east coast from
22 April until early May involving 16 ships and submarines, 90 aircraft and
more than 8,000 sailors and airmen.

5276*
WWII souvenir banknote, an Italian one hundred lire, 30
April 1936 (P.55a) R184 0231, possibly taken from an Italian
POW at Tobruk, penned in left watermark area, 'QX7060/
F.F.Morgan/9. Bn./A.I.F.' and penned in right watermark
area, 'To/Shirley Morgan/7 Sully St./Randwick/Sydney.'
Several folds and some edge toning, otherwise very fine.
$50
QX7060 Francis Fitzmorrise, born 10Nov1915 at Sydney, NSW;
Enl.01Apr1940 at Kelvin Grove, Qld; KIA 04May1941 at age 25; buried at
Tobruk War Cemetery. Morgan's regular unit was 2/4 Field Amb, AAMC.
It appears that Private Morgan was attached to the 9 Bn when he has sent
this banknote to his wife at Randwick as a souvenir.

5271*
United States Coast Guard, men's gold ring (10ct, AGW
approx 10g) with blue stone. Fine.
$170

5277
Australia, A.U.R. (Adelaide University Regiment) Officer's
Mess chits, eight page booklet No.812, with chits for
one penny, threepence, fourpence and sixpence. Unused,
extremely fine.
$200

5272
Wristwatch, Army, c1980, general purpose, manual wind;
small desk clock (dia 30mm) with Royal Hong Kong Police
badge. First item in working order but not tested for accuracy,
second item not in working order, good - fine. (2)
$100
508

5278
NSW Govt Railways, 'Defence Personnel in Uniform Only'
fortnightly ticket, second class, fare 3/- No.22341 expires
22.4.1943, between Otford, Campbelltown, Kenny Hill,
Penrith, Richmond and Cowan; Williambong Shire Patriotic
and War Fund ticket No. 3560, authorised at Leeton, NSW.
Fine - very fine, the first rare. (2)
$50

STAMPS
THE BILL JURKSAITIS COLLECTION

5279
New Zealand Military Forces, 4th NAR, receipts for the
return of trainee's equipment, dated at Waitangi, 30-7-42,
R No. 437756, 437814 for 1/20/3237 H.McGowan. Very
fine. (2)
$70
5280
Heroes of the Soviet Union, the complete reference guide
including photos where available and description of the
heroic feat, in two volumes, a rare encyclopedia of the
'Hall of Fame' of the USSR Military with an entry for each
recipient, each hard-bound volume contains over 850 pages
and thousands of short articles and photographs with all
Russian text. Very fine and scarce out of print collector's
item. (2)
$150
5281
Commander of the Order of Glory of Three Grades, Moscow
2000, hard cover, 702pp, complete reference guide including
photos where available and description. Extremely fine.
$70

Mr Vilius (Bill) Jurksaitis (8th April 1934 – 17th December
2013) was a dedicated and avid stamp collector.
His passion for stamp collecting started at a young age
during his adolescence growing up in Lithuania, when his
father gave him some change to buy milk for the family. Bill
was curious and intrigued by some stamps in a local shop he
passed, and used the change his father gave him to purchase
his first stamps.

5282
Marshalls and Fleet Admirals of the USSR, by A.Kutssenko,
2001, hard cover, 375pp, copy no.603/6, print run of
only 1,000, includes information on awards of all Soviet
Marshalls and Admirals with many photos, text in Russian.
Extremely fine.
$60

It was then that his appreciation and curiosity for collecting
stamps began.
Years later whilst raising a family in Australia, Bill’s passion
for stamps would find him meeting with other collectors
weekly, and discussing various trends and collections in the
stamp market.

5283
Orders and Medals of the USSR 1918-1991, in two volumes,
hard covers with dust jackets, 334 & 408pp, in colour with
photos and full history of orders, decorations and medals
and some award books and documents, Russian and English
text. Extremely fine. (2)
$60

He enjoyed watching his grandchildren’s interest in his
avocation, and would spend time with them enthusiastically
teaching them about the history of the stamps he would buy
them for their growing collections.

5284
The Order of the Red Banner, subtitled 'The History of
Institution of the Award and the Evolution of Its Badge',
by Valeriy Durov, Nikolay Strekalov, c2006, Moscow,
'Collector's Books' series, hard cover, 223 pp, Russian text,
hundreds of colour photographs; Heroes of the Soviet Union
Recipient's of the 'Gold Star', soft cover, 161pp, reference
book giving names of the heroes and serial numbers of the
Gold Star Medal if known and in many cases the date of
death, Russian text; Orders and Medals of USSR Catalogue,
ABEPC No.6, Moscow 2003, hard cover, 431pp, with colour
photos of medals and some award books and documents,
Russian text; Orders and Medals of the USSR, by G.Putnikov,
Moscow 1990, soft cover, 36pp, with colour photos of
medals, English text. Very fine - extremely fine. (4)
$90

Stamp collecting was Bill’s passion, and remained so right
up until his last days of good health.

5285
World War II Illustrated, Sir John Hanimerton, issues 212-9,
221, 3-6, 254-5. Very good. (15)
$70
509

5287*
Australia, World War I, War Savings Stamps, issued August
1915 Watermark Crown/A paper, single line perf 11 or 14
for 6d blue & 2/6 brown. Fine mint. (2)
$150

part

5286*
Australia, part 1 of a superb collection, housed in a
Lighthouse ringbinder album fitted with blank album pages
all carefully written up, with complete coverage of the period
1913 - 1983, kangaroos 1st wmk to 10/- (10/- illustrated
MUH) and Specimen set 10/- to £2 (£2 illustrated); 2nd
wmk. to 2/-; 3rd wmk. to 5/- with specimens 10/- (2, type B
& C O/P); £1 (4 different) including type B grey (illustrated);
£2 (2, type B & C O/P; small multiple to 5/- , 10/- and £2
specimens, C of A to £1, specimens 10/- (2 type C & D), £1
and £2; KG V issues complete for wmks, colours, perfs and
papers, with some extra shades, include 1d red die 1 and 2
pair (die 2 mint only), die III MUH; noted a 4 1/2d CTO
small mult. redrawn die; KGV OS O/P complete; commens
include 3d kooka M/S, perf OS issues and O/P OS issues
from K/Smith, 1914 6d kooka MUH; 1/- lyre bird both
shades MUH and OS fine used; 5/- bridge MUH (illustrated);
KGVI complete including all shades of 3d blue (noted white
wattles and die 1a), robes complete for papers and shades,
also 10/- and £1 specimens (illustrated), coil pairs include
2d red (SG 184a) MUH and booklet pane; 2 1/2d peace no
wmk. block of 4 (ACSC 236a); arms set to £2 and similar
specimen set; QEII sets include navigators to £2, both papers,
specimen sets with extras for O/P position and size of O/P;
BCOF set with papers and O/P type; QEII decimal paper O/P
size variation for specimen issues, KGVI and QEII include
booklet panes, all coils, various printings, M/s etc. Many
early issues mint with only light hinge remains, mostly MUH
from 1930. (100s)
$10,000

5288*
Australia, decimal and pre-decimal varieties, 5d Lawrence
Hargrave purple value omitted SG 379a; 60c whale, solid
greenish blue background SG 841a; 35c America's Cup
no grey face value and Australia omitted SG 1038a; 37c
bionic ear joined pair with misplaced perf. making Australia
appear at base and no Australia on stamp below SG 1082p.
MUH. (5)
$600

510

5289
Australia, decimal stored in a Lighthouse cliplock folder, on
Hagner sheets, together with a slip case, issues range from
1967 - 1992, all in blocks of 4 for each issue 1c to $10, high
FV. MUH. (100s)
$500

5299
Australia, a Lighthouse stock book of Australian MUH, M/S,
special issues and single stamps perf. and imperf., c.2000s
(FV $500). MUH. (lot)
$250
5300
Australia, a Lighthouse stock book of Australian MUH, M/S,
special issues and single stamps perf. and imperf., c.2000s
and extras from G.B etc, (FV.$320). MUH. (100s)
$160

5290
Australia, blocks as issued with koalas etc on edge as blocks
of 4 , c.1980s (FV $1000+), PNG together with bird issues
to K10, (FV K25). in a Lighthouse clip lock binder with slip
case. MUH. (lot)
$500

5301
Australia, decimal MUH hingeless on strips with inscriptions
along rolls, together with 2000 Olympics and Paralympics
singles and sheetlets, all stored in a blue Lighthouse
stockbook with slip case, c.2000s (FV $785). MUH. (lot)
$350

5291
Australia, decimal MUH blocks of 4, a few larger blocks,
includes a few Christmas Island and AAT etc all stored in a
blue 'Lighthouse' stockbook with slip case, c.1990s-2000s
(FV $1990). MUH. (lot)
$900

5302
Australia, decimal MUH album devoted to the 2000
Olympics (with different animals [states] on sheetlets) and
singles and other sheetlets, as well as postcards, FDC's for
torch relays and various sports, M/S, singles, $5 coin as a
PNC (2) all stored in two blue Lighthouse ringbinder albums
each with a slip case, c.2000s (FV $667). MUH. (lot)
$350

5292
Australia, decimal MUH blocks, singles, sheets, etc all to
c.1960-1970s + period stored in a blue Lighthouse stockbook
(FV $420), together with a few pre-decimal. MUH. (lot)
$220
5293
Australia, decimal MUH blocks, singles, sheets, etc all to
c.1980 period stored in a blue Lighthouse stockbook (FV
$840). MUH. (lot)
$400

5303
Australia, mixed selection of decimal issues in six (6) holders
including cliplock folders (2), storage folder and sheet file
album, includes sheetlets, state of origin 2006 folders; NRL
2007 folders (16); Australian reprint issues 'living together',
a quantity of stamp folders including, down on the farm,
Queens 80th, Coral reefs, soccer in Aust. etc., 2008 Beijing
Olympics M/S collection in folder (13); a collection of replica
cards (25), from 1985 in interleaved stock book (FV.$465).
MUH. (lot)
$250

5294
Australia, decimal MUH blocks, singles, sheets, etc all to
c.1990 period stored in a blue Lighthouse stockbook (FV
$610). MUH. (lot)
$300

5304
Australia, decimal gutter strips as pairs, stored in a green
Lighthouse cliplock album with cover slip, cover period
1966-1990s, includes a few as long gutter strips as extras,
and a few Christmas and Cocos (Keeling) Island issues (FV
over $800). MUH. (lot)
$400

5295
Australia, decimal stored in a Lighthouse cliplock folder,
together with a slip case, on leaves described, as singles,
M/S, strips, Hagner sheets, gutter strips (including show
O/P), stamp folders, self adhesives, sheetlets, issues to
$20, they range from 1999 - 2007, appears complete and
comprehensive, high FV. MUH. (100s)
$600

5305
Australia, decimal MUH gutter strips, M/S all c.2000 period
stored in a small mint sheet type album, booklets (FV $238).
MUH. (lot)
$100

5296
Australia, decimal MUH blocks, singles, sheets, etc all to
c.2000+ period stored in a blue Lighthouse stockbook (FV
$1110). MUH. (lot)
$550

5306
Australia, a large selection of gutter pairs and blocks stored
in a large green Lighthouse cliplock album, with a slip case,
issues range mostly in the 2000s era a few back to the 1970s,
also includes Australian Possessions in the Indian Ocean and
AAT, many new issue blocks, and strips of 10 or 20 stamps,
(FV $1750), a good range of issues. MUH. (100s)
$800

5297
Australia, decimal MUH gutter strips, sheets, blocks etc all
c.2000 period stored in a two mini sheet files (FV $780).
MUH. (lot)
$350
5298
Australia, a Lighthouse stock book of Australian MUH, M/S,
special issues and single stamps perf. and imperf., c.2000s
(FV $530). MUH. (100s)
$300

5307
Australia, post office packs in Lighthouse cliplock albums
with cover slips, cover period 1970s-2000s, a wide range
with a few extras. MUH. (358)
$300
511

5308
Australia, post office packs (95), mint stamps and sheetlets
for 2006 Commonwealth Games (Fv $132), additional
booklets (5), all in three green Lighthouse cliplock albums
with slip cases, cover period of the 2000-2007, a wide range.
MUH. (lot)
$250

5316
Australia, a large selection of stamp and premium booklets
stored in eight (8) cliplock Lighthouse albums, each fitted
with a slip case, issues range from 1996 - 2009, mostly
described with BW numbers, include special issues for
football AFL teams, and many others with shows extras
with overprint etc (FV $3500+). MUH. (539)
$1,700

5309
Australia, joined pairs and singles with photos in Lighthouse
album, c.2000s, (FV $100); booklets stored in cliplock
Lighthouse folder with slip case, issues of the 2000s period,
several with additional one dollar coin included (7) (FV
$300). MUH. (lot)
$200

5317
Australia, a large selection of stamp and premium booklets
stored in nine (9) cliplock Lighthouse albums, each fitted with
a slip case, issues range from 1998 - 2008, described with
BW numbers, include special issues for football AFL teams,
and shows with overprint etc (FV $3300+). MUH. (466)
$1,600

5310
Australia, decimal stored in a Lighthouse cliplock folder,
together with a slip case, on leaves described, as singles, M/S,
strips, Hagner sheets, gutter strips (including show O/P),
stamp folders, sheetlets, issues to $20, they range from 1988
- 1994, appears complete, high FV. MUH. (100s)
$500

5318
Australia, a large selection of stamp booklets stored in one
large cliplock Safe album, fitted with a slip case, issues range
from 1985 - 2006 (not described with BW numbers duplicates
of other catalogued above collections) (153), together with
created booklets by Philatelic Societies (Sutherland Shire),
Stamp Week, Scout Jamboree booklets etc. (many different
varieties) (57), (high CV). MUH. (210)
$300

5311
Australia, decimal stored in a Lighthouse cliplock folder,
together with a slip case, on leaves described, as singles,
M/S, strips, Hagner sheets, gutter strips (including show
O/P), stamp folders, self adhesives, sheetlets, issues to
$10, they range from 1992 - 1999, appears complete and
comprehensive, high FV. MUH. (100s)
$500

5319
Australia, an extensive collection of Framas or machine
labels from 1984 - 2003, stored in a Lighthouse clip lock
album with slip case, includes all Frama issues to the waratah
series of September 1994, Farewell Frama pack and special
postmarked issues at various shows 1989-1992, from 1995
issues featuring animals, as self adhesive labels issued at
mostly 45c but up to $1.45 for different places etc in all
(610+); counter printed labels of animals mostly 45c (48),
Postage Paid, across Sydney and Perth. MUH. (approx
1000)
$250

5312
Australia, a folder of APO sheetlets as prepared in flat packs,
c.1990s-2000s (FV$225). MUH. (40+)
$120

5320
Australia, pre-decimal collection on black leaves of used
a few mint simplified, KGV complete, OS O/P including
K.Smith pair, commems (no 5/- bridge), contains robes
issues navigators to 10/- a few AAT and New Zealand
1953-1967 mostly mint; Australian Bicentennial collection
in folder (6 booklets); Our World, Antarctic folders (2);
The Commonwealth Collection with slip case produced in
1981 with stamps commemorating Commonwealth Day;
Ausipex 84 stamp albums (2) M/S sheets and singles all with
O/P Ausipex 84 (100s) in cliplock albums boxed; Australia
Eminent women folder with $10 note and sheetlet of 25
stamps. MUH, mint and used. (lot)
$200

5313
Australia, a large selection of stamp booklets stored in one
large cliplock Lighthouse album, fitted with a slip case, issues
range from 1938 - 1967, described with BW numbers B24,
B25 (3 varieties including inverted wmk.), B26, B28 (3),
B29 (2) - B35 (with extras), B36 (12 varieties), B37-B38 (79
differeent varieties), (high CV). MUH. (119)
$500
5314
Australia, a large selection of stamp booklets stored in one
large cliplock Lighthouse album, fitted with a slip case, issues
range from 1967 - 1972 (described with BW numbers noted
BW B42-43 (4), issues to B47 (many different varieties), (high
CV). MUH. (185)
$300

5321
Australian Antarctic Territory, collection on leaves housed in
a Lighthouse cliplock album with slipcase, the collection not
written up but stamps are placed in Hagner mounts, appears
complete, including M/S, strips, sheetlets etc. all appear to
be MUH, with issues from 1957 - 2001, noted are some
duplicated items and special show M/S, a comprehensive
collection of all definitives and commems; in addition an
Australia, Olympic Games at Athens, 2004, sets as singles
and sheetlets of winners etc (FV $104), complete set
collection housed within this album. MUH. (100s)
$120

5315
Australia, a large selection of stamp booklets stored in two
large cliplock Lighthouse albums, each fitted with a slip case,
issues range from 1972 - 1996 (described with BW numbers
noted BW B47-B89, (noted 1979 80c Sydney football stamp
folder for Parramatta Eels (3), Rockdale St.George (5),
Bexley booklets (2, both types); also B63 (2) World Stamp
Expo, (high CV). MUH. (313)
$600

512

5322
Bermuda, a collection on leaves housed in a 'Royal Album'
a spring back album, the collection written up and placed
in Hagner mounts, appears complete, issues run from 1953
- 1994 includes M/S, varieties, booklets, etc; a similar
collection of Brunei from 1952 - 1970; a similar collection of
Bechuanaland - Botswana 1953 - 1970; a similar collection
of British Guiana - Guyana 1953 - 1966, another collection
of British Honduras 1953 - 1970. All with a comprehensive
collection of definitives and commems. MUH, maybe a very
few mint. (100s)
$200

5327
British Commonwealth, Turks & Caicos Islands, collection
on leaves housed in a 'Royal Album' a spring back album,
the collection written up and placed in Hagner mounts,
appears complete, issues run from 1953 - 1970; an extensive
similar collection of Virgin Islands (British), 1953 - 1986,
noted M/S, strips, sheetlets; a smaller but similar collection
of Uganda 1962 - 1967 and Zambia 1964 - 1970. All with
a comprehensive collection of definitives and commems.
MUH, maybe a very few mint. (100s)
$300

5323
British Antarctic Territory, a superb collection, housed in a
Lighthouse ringbinder album, kept within a slip case, fitted
with blank album pages all carefully written up, nearly
complete covering the period, written up and placed in
Hagner mounts, includes M/S, with extras perf. and wmk.
varieties, etc all are MUH, issues run from 1963 - 2003, (SG
1 - 356), all definitive sets included with a comprehensive
collection of all commems. MUH. (100s)
$400

5328
British Commonwealth, including Christmas Island and
Cocos (Keeling) Islands, a Lighthouse stock book of these
islands, MUH, M/S, special issues, se-tenant, sheetlets,
booklets, etc, in addition Fiji, PNG, Pitcairn Islands, Nauru,
Norfolk Island, most issues are complete sets, c.1970s-1990s.
MUH. (100s)
$200
5329
British Commonwealth, a collection housed in a Lighthouse
clip lock album with slip case, containing omnibus sets
including M/S, for Commonwealth Day 1983; International
Year of the Child 1979; Walt Disney Productions from the
West Indies islands, all stored on large Hagner sheets. All
appear as MUH. (100s)
$100

5324
British Indian Ocean Territory and Seychelles, a collection
on leaves housed in a 'Utile Hinged Leaf Album' a spring
back album, the collection written up and placed in Hagner
mounts, appears complete, issues run from 1968 - 1994
(overprints on Seychelles), Seychelles from 1952 - 1970, lots
includes M/S etc; a similar collection of Dominica from 1953
- 1970; a similar collection of British Solomon Islands 1953
- 1970; a similar collection of Federation of South Arabia
1963 - 1966; - 1988, another collection of British Honduras
1953 - 1970. All with another collection of Western Samoa
1953 - 1970pa comprehensive collection of definitives and
commems. MUH, maybe a very few mint. (100s)
$200

5330
British Commonwealth, various issues on Hagner sheets,
including 1953 Coronation sets, assorted other issues from
Maldive Is, GHama, FFH issues as sets 7 countries, GB 2008
issues on Lighthouse hingeless sheets, Cook Islands in a
spring back album MUH from 1933-1969 appear complete,
Cyprus 1955 QEII set to £1, Pidgeon Post Aupex '97 sets
in folder; in a Deluxe mint sheet file Hong Kong year of
the snake stamp folder, year of the horse stamp folders (2);
New Zealand in a Lighthouse stock book, complete decimal
numbered coil pairs 1970 series 3c, 4c, 5c, 6c, 8c, 10c and
10c QEII, 15c, 20c, and no wmk similar issues 4c, 5c, others
for 1953 series QEII, 2d, 3d, 4d, 8d, 1/-. MUH. (100s)
$150

5325
British Commonwealth, a collection housed in a Lighthouse
clip lock album with slip case, containing stamps, postal
history on stamps as a thematic collection of sets and singles
including M/S, etc., noted Anguilla, Ascension, Antigua,
Bermuda, Cayman Islands, Falkland Islands, Dominica,
Montserrat, Seychelles, Singapore, St. Vincent, St. Lucia,
Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, etc., an omnibus collection of
the Queen Mother for her 80th birthday that includes singles
and M/S and sheetlets, all stored on large Hagner sheets. All
appear as MUH. (100s)
$100

5331
British Commonwealth, special commemoratives collection
of the 25th anniversary of the Coronation, 1978 issues as an
a collection on leaves housed in a blue 'Philatelic album' a
spring back album, the collection is placed within Hagners,
includes M/S, sheetlets etc, all are MUH, a comprehensive
collection of this omnibus set that appear complete. MUH.
(100s)
$100

5326
British Commonwealth, a collection housed in a Lighthouse
clip lock album with slip case, containing stamps, postal
history, Rowland Hill on stamps as a thematic collection
of sets and singles including M/S, etc., noted Great Britain,
Anguilla, Antigua, Ascension, Bahamas, Barbados, Barbuda,
Bermuda, Botswana, Br. Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands,
Christmas Island, Cook Islands, Dominica, Falkland Islands,
Gambia, Gibraltar, Guyana, India, Jamaica, Kiribati, Kenya,
Malawi, Maldives, Mauritius, Nauru, New Hebrides, Niue,
Norfolk Island, St. Helena, St. Lucia, Samoa, Seychelles,
Sierra Leone, Singapore, Solomon Islands, Tanzania,
Tonga, Turks & Caicos Islands, Uganda, Zambia, etc., an
extrordinary collection of this series of Postal stamps on
stamps all stored on large Hagner sheets. All appear as
MUH. (100s)
$100

5332
British Commonwealth, booklets from 1970s - 1990s
assorted booklets held as different booklets of each similar
type stored in a Lighthouse clip lock binder with slip case,
coming from South Africa, South West Africa, Fiji, Falkland
Islands, Norfolk Island, PNG, Pitcairn Island, Lord Howe
Island, Bermuda, Montserrat. MUH. (119)
$150
513

5333
Canada, a collection on leaves housed in a 'Royal Album' a
spring back album, the collection is written up and placed
within Hagners, appears to be complete, includes M/S, coil
stamps, blocks, booklet panes, paper and perf varieties,
almost all are MUH, a very few are mint, issues run from
1952 - 1985, noted complete sets of definitives, and a
comprehensive collection of commems. MUH, a few mint.
(100s)
$200

5339
Christmas Island, a collection on leaves housed in a
Lighthouse cliplock album with slipcase, the collection is
written up and placed within Hagner mounts, it all appears
complete, includes M/S, strips, sheetlets etc, MUH, with
all issues from 1958 - 1998, noted some duplicated items
added to the album, contains a comprehensive collection
of all definitives and commems; Cocos (Keeling) Islands a
similar complete collection housed in identical album with
slipcase, includes M/S, blocks, strips, sheetlets, etc, covers
period 1963 - 1998. MUH. (100s)
$200

5334
Canada, volume 2 of a collection on leaves housed in a red
spring back album, the collection is written up and placed
within Hagners, appears to be complete, includes M/S,
coil stamps, blocks, sheets, booklet panes, paper and perf
varieties, reprints all are MUH, issues run from 1985 - 1996,
noted complete sets of definitives, and a comprehensive
collection of commems. MUH, a few mint. (100s)
$250

5340
Christmas Island and Cocos (Keeling) Islands, a Lighthouse
stock book of these islands, MUH, M/S, special issues, setenant, sheetlets, booklets, etc stamps perf. and imperf.,
c.1990s-2000s, (FV.$200). MUH. (100s)
$100

5335
Canada, a large selection of stamp booklets (331) stored in
three (3) blue cliplock Lighthouse albums, each fitted with
a slip case, issues range from 1953 - 1996, also includes
Australia National Stamp Week M/S 1980 (25) Sydbex
numbered M/S. A good range of issues. MUH. (356)
$300

5336
Cayman Islands, a collection on leaves written up and placed
in Hagner mounts, appears complete, includes M/S, almost
all are MUH, a very few are mint, issues run from 1953
- 1988, noted 1953, 1962, 1969, 1970 etc definitive sets
with a comprehensive collection of commems. Appears all
are MUH. (100s)
$150

part

5341*
Cyprus, collection on leaves housed in a 'Royal Album' a
spring back album in slip case, the collection written up and
placed in Hagner mounts, appears complete, includes M/S,
papers, wmks., etc, almost all are MUH, a very few are mint,
issues run from 1953 - 1988, noted 1960 (overprints), 1962,
1966, 1971, 1976, 1980, 1983, 1985, 1986 etc definitive
sets with a comprehensive collection of commems including
M/S of 50th anniversary of Scout movement in Cyprus (SG
MS231a) (illustrated); together with issues from the Turkish
Cypriot Post 1974 - 1988. MUH, a very few maybe mint,
collection in slipcase. (100s)
$300

5337
Ceylon, (Sri Lanka), collection on leaves housed in a maroon
album as a spring back album, the collection is written up and
placed within Hagners, incomplete, includes M/S, almost all
are MUH, a very few are mint, issues run from 1950 - 1983,
noted definitive sets 1951, 1958, comprehensive collection
of commems. MUH, a few mint. (100s)
$100

5338
Cinderella collection, a collection of stickers stored in a
red stockbook, the collection consists of imperf M/S of
selected issuing Great Britain and New Zealand for various
exhibitions, including British Philatelic Exhibition 1967,
1971, 1974 - 1985, Britain's National Stamp Exhibition
1959 - 1966, others for London International Stamp
Exhibition 1950, 1960, 1980 etc, others for Stampex 1968
- 1986, Showpex 1973 - 1982; together with a wide range
for New Zealand shows (41) 1950-1990s, a comprehensive
collection of these cinderellas or stamp stickers for various
exhibitions. As new, unusual and scarce collection. (93)
$80

5342
Falkland Islands, collection on leaves housed in a 'Royal
Album' a spring back album, the collection written up and
placed in Hagner mounts, appears complete, includes M/S, all
are MUH, issues run from 1953 - 1996, noted 1955, 1960,
1968, 1971 decimal O/P issue, 1972, 1978 etc definitive
sets with a comprehensive collection of commems.; similar
selection for Falkland Islands Dependencies 1953 - 1985;
South Georgia etc 1971 - 1994. MUH. (100s)
$250

514

5343
Fiji, collection on leaves housed in a blue spring back album,
the collection written up and placed in Hagner mounts,
appears complete, includes M/S, papers, wmks., etc, almost
all are MUH, a very few are mint, issues run from 1953 1997, noted 1954, 1959, 1962, 1968, 1969 decimal, 1971,
1983, 1986 etc definitive sets with a comprehensive collection
of commems. MUH, a very few mint. (100s)
$250
5344
Gibraltar, a collection on leaves housed a 'Royal Album' a
spring back album, collection is written up and placed in
Hagner mounts, appears complete, includes M/S, booklet
panes almost all are MUH, a very few are mint, issues run
from 1953 - 1987, noted 1953, 1960, 1967, 1977, 1982
definitive sets with a comprehensive collection of commems.
MUH, a very few mint. (100s)
$300

part

5348*
Great Britain, complete collection on leaves from issues of
Elizabeth II, (SG 515-618a) each stamp or booklet is mounted
on hingeless holders, noted 1952-4 definitives, similar 19551958, sideways wmk. and inverted wmk included, SG 536539a high values (8) both printings De La Rue 10/- and £1
with side selvege (illustrated); various printings, graphite
lined issues 1957-1961 and phospho-graphite issues of 1959;
1960-1967 set to 1/6 and watermark and colour varieties
included; DLR and BW printings, watermarked and no wmk,
high values 1959-1968, se-tenant pairs etc. All appear to be
MUH. (183)
$500

5345
Gilbert & Ellice Islands, a small incomplete collection on
leaves from 1953 - 1970 (SG 63-172) each set described
and mounted on hingeless holders, noted definitive sets
1956, 1965, 1966 overprint set, 1968 and what appears to
be a complete set of commems; Tokelau Islands, a similar
collection on leaves from but not written up, 1948 - 1996,
(SG 1 - 254), noted definitive sets and a comprehensive
range of commems., from this period. MUH, a very few
mint. (350+)
$120
5346
Gold Coast, a complete collection on leaves from 1953
- 1954; Ghana 1966; Lesotho from 1966 - 1970; Malawi
from 1964 - 1970; Grenada from 1953 - 1970; and Guyana
1963 - 1970 each set is described and mounted on hingeless
holders, a few issues are missing as well as the rare varieties.
MUH, a few maybe mint. (100s)
$120

5349
Great Britain, about complete collection on leaves from
issues of Elizabeth II, Machin definitives (Volume 1), as
noted by Negus numbers each stamp and cylinder block
is mounted on hingeless holders in a cliplock Lighthouse
album with slipcase, noted se-tenant booklet panes, Negus
Nos. O1-O77, OB1-OB22 (missing 2 numbers), Harrison
Printings OCP1,3,5,7, also 3BB, 5BB, FCP/GA 8, 10, 11-14
with cylinder blocks 9-11 (7 sets of 6), Nos 15-22 cylinder
blocks (12), OCP/PVA Nos. 23-49, cylinder blocks (53);
FCP/PVA Nos. 50-90, cylinder blocks (7); others OCP/DEX,
3 1/2d glazed paper No. 91 rare; FCP/DEX Nos. 100-144,
cylinder blocks 79. All appear to be MUH. (100s)
$250

5350
Great Britain, about complete collection on leaves from
issues of Elizabeth II, Machin definitives (volume 2), as
noted by Negus numbers each stamp and cylinder block
is mounted on hingeless holders in a cliplock Lighthouse
album with slipcase, noted se-tenant booklet panes, Negus
FCP/DEX Nos. 145-229, A Phosphor printing Nos.230,
240, PPP/DEX 250-253, PCP1/DEX Nos. P05(1)- P290,
ACP/DEX Nos. A10-A260, FCP/DEX Nos. RF10-RF340,
FCP/DEX A phosphor Nos. RFA10-RFA51, missing only a
few numbers, together with an extensive range of cylinder
blocks (236). All appear to be MUH. (100s)
$300

part

5347*
Great Britain, complete collection on leaves from issues of
George VI, (SG 461-514) each stamp or booklet is mounted
on hingeless holders, noted booklets SG 462ab, 463ab,
464b, sideways wmk. and inverted wmk SG 462a-466a,
462Wi-466Wi; high values (6) including 10/- dark blue
(SG 478) (illustrated), also all including 1941-2 series with
additional sideways and inverted wmks.; silver wedding pair,
UPU set; 1950-2 definitive including 1d blue booklet pane,
and watermark variations, 2/6 to £1 set (SG 509-512). All
appear to be MUH. (87)
$300

515

5351
Great Britain, about complete collection on leaves from
issues of Elizabeth II, Machin definitives (volume 3), as
noted by Negus numbers each stamp and cylinder block
is mounted on hingeless holders in a cliplock Lighthouse
album with slipcase, noted se-tenant issues and booklet
panes, Negus FCP/DEX A phosphor Nos. RFA 130RFA500, PCP1/DEX Nos. RP35-RP340, ACP/DEX Nos.
RA10-RA750, no phosphor RN500-RN750, No Value
Indicated, FH1-FH5, SH1-SH4, and other printings by
Harrison, Walsall, Questa, Waddington, double head stamps
DHP150SCR-DHP370SCR, Walsall Printings from booklets
WL20-WL339, missing only a few numbers, together with
an extensive range of cylinder blocks (279). All appear to
be MUH. (100s)
$300

5354
Great Britain, about complete collection on leaves from
issues of Elizabeth II, Commemorative and Machin
definitives (volume 2), all are mounted on hingeless holders
in a cliplock Lighthouse album with slipcase, noted se-tenant
issues, gutter strips and souvenir booklets, M/S, issues
range from 1987 - 1999, definitives Machin QEII & Queen
Victoria and singles to 1999 complete singles to 1999 and
some blocks of NVI, commems complete with extras. All
appear be MUH. (100s)
$300
5355
Great Britain, about complete collection on leaves from
issues of Elizabeth II, commemorative and Machin definitives
(volume 3), all are mounted on hingeless holders in a cliplock
Lighthouse album with slipcase, noted se-tenant issues, gutter
strips, framas, booklet panes; definitives of Machin type for
Regional areas as issues from 1971, also souvenir sheets, M/
S, main issues range from 2000 - 2007, definitives of Machin
QEII & Queen Victoria and singles to 2005, about complete
singles to 2007 and some blocks of NVI etc, commems
complete with extras. All appear be MUH. (100s)
$400
5356
Great Britain, about complete collection on leaves from
issues of Elizabeth II, of booklets, with commemorative
and Machin definitives (volumes 1-9), all are mounted on
hingeless holders in a cliplock Lighthouse albums with
slipcases (9 identical albums), noted se-tenant issues, M/S,
issues range from 1968 - 2007, with booklets from 2/- to
10/- different dates, ships on 4/6 booklets, buildings on 5/booklets, 6/- birds, 10/- famous explorers, 10P - 85P, about
complete sets of booklets, folded booklets SG FA1-FA11, 50P
booklets SG FB1A-FB75; 65P SG FC1 (4), 70P FD1-FD8,
80P FE1 (2), 85P FF1 (5), 90P FG1-FG8, £1 FH1-FH44;
£1.15 FI1-FI4, £1.20 FJ1-FJ6, £1.25 FK1-FK8, £1.30 FL1FL14, £1.40 FM1-FM6, £1.43 FN1-FN6, £1.46 FO1-FO3,
£1.50 FP1-FP3, continuing issues for £1.54 (10), £1.55 (8),
£1.60 - £2 varieties (79 various); another album of issues
of Window barcode booklets 1987-1993 DW001- DW057,
UB001-UB239, other booklets 1st and 2nd for worldwide,
Europe, Xmas, etc (49) additional UL001-UL11, UP001UP024, JB01-JB23, LX1, FX1-X9, special booklets (8); larger
booklets from £1-£5, DX1-31 with many extras to nearly
2010. An extensive collection of booklets of diverse range
about as complete as possible, some with extras for each
variety, acquired at high cost. All are MUH. (100s)
$1,000

part

5352*
Great Britain, about complete collection on leaves from
issues of Elizabeth II, Machin definitives (volume 4), as noted
by Negus numbers each stamp and cylinder block is mounted
on hingeless holders in a cliplock Lighthouse album with
slipcase, noted se-tenant issues and booklet panes, Negus
Security Printed Issues, Harrison RSF10-RSF1000, Acid
Etched Photogravure issues or Litho printed issues various
issues for 1st, 2nd and E issues, Computer engraved Issues
1992 - 2005 E10-E1000, horizontal and vertical coils, Questa
Security printings Q10-Q410, NVI Questa printings of 1st,
2nd etc class, Walsell Security Printings WL 100-650; High
Value decimal stamps, issues from 20P - £5, colour varieties
and cylinder blocks, various papers; Castles from £1 - £5.
cylinder blocks, centre blocks, issues from 1988 - 1997
LR and LRO series, Machin small stamps high values to
£5, [£2 control block missing the £ sign with story notes],
(illustrated) (SG Y1727a); Britannia block of 4 x £10 and
singles; lot missing only a few numbers, together with an
extensive range of cylinder blocks (210). All appear to be
MUH. (100s)
$600

5357
Great Britain, Lighthouse stockbooks four (4) containing
a selection of Elizabeth II of mostly post 2000 issues in
various albums, most contain Machins, modern commems
that include blocks etc, noted postage dues to pay to £5,
M/S, blocks, forgery of 24p stamps, booklets panes, strips,
control panes, se-tenant issues, lot includes issues from the
Channel Islands, British Antarctic Territory to £5 and M/S,
recent booklets etc c.2005-7, in all an extensive range of
almost all MUH recent issues. MUH. (100s)
$400

5353
Great Britain, about complete collection on leaves from
issues of Elizabeth II, Commemorative and Machin
definitives (volume 1), all are mounted on hingeless holders
in a cliplock Lighthouse album with slipcase, noted se-tenant
issues, gutter strips and booklet panes, both phosphor and
non phosphor issues included issues range from 1953 - 1987,
definitives Machin QEII complete singles to 1989 and some
blocks of NVI, commems complete with extras and a page
of issues as Ey varieties Phosphor omitted. All appear be
MUH. (100s)
$300

5358
Great Britain, a large selection of stamp booklets (320)
stored in a large blue cliplock Safe album, issues range from
1979 - 1997, includes Machin booklets issues, and a page
of Framas, a good range of issues. MUH. (lot)
$250
516

5359
Great Britain, an incomplete collection on leaves from issues
of Elizabeth II, booklet panes with Machin heads, noted by
Negus numbers each pane is mounted on hingeless holders
in two cliplock Lighthouse albums each with slipcase, noted
se-tenant issues and booklet panes of 4 - 10 stamps together
with window booklets, Negus DP 1 - DP 214, also including
regionals booklet panes, together with a collection of coil
strips, single valued Negus Nos.C1 - C54, together with those
with security features, se-tenant strips coils Nos.CS4 - CS20,
and horizontal singles etc. All appear to be MUH. (100s)
$500

5365
Jamaica, a collection on leaves housed in a spring back
album, the collection is written up and placed in Hagner
mounts, appears complete, includes M/S, almost all are
MUH, a very few are mint, issues run from 1953 - 1988,
noted all definitive sets with a comprehensive collection of
all commems. MUH. (100s)
$120
5366
Jersey, a collection in two albums on leaves housed in a red
and maroon 'Royal Album' both are spring back albums, the
collection is partialy written up and placed within Hagners,
appears to be complete, includes M/S, strips, booklets panes,
sheetlets (some as issues at special exhibitions) etc all are
MUH, issues run from 1941 - 1996, 1941 - 1943 issues
include colour and paper varieties, an imprehensive collection
of definitives and commems. MUH. (100s)
$200

5360
Great Britain, an incomplete collection on leaves from issues
of Elizabeth II as Regional issues from Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland, includes singles, control pane blocks, all
described with numbers, mostly with Machin head issues as
noted by Negus numbers each stamp and pane is mounted
on hingeless holders in three cliplock Lighthouse albums
each with slip case, issues from 1958 - 1997, noted 100s of
control panes, singles and a few local issues. All appear to
be MUH. (100s)
$500
5361
Guernsey, a collection in two albums on leaves housed in
a blue 'Royal Album' both are spring back albums, the
collection is written up and placed within Hagners, appears
to be complete, includes M/S, strips, booklets panes,
sheetlets (some as issues at special exhibitions), postage
dues all are MUH, issues run from 1941 - 1996, includes
issues for Alderney 1983 - 2000; issues include colour and
paper varieties of 1941-1944 (14) (SG 1-5), an imprehensive
collection of definitives and commems. MUH. (100s)
$250
5362
Guernsey, Jersey, Alderney and Isle of Man, a large selection
of stamp booklets stored in two large cliplock Lighthouse
albums, each fitted with a slip case, issues range from 1969
- 1996 (some described with B numbers, Guernsey (58),
numbers SB1-SB55 (noted 4/- uniform 1743, automobiles
SB53 and cinema SB55); Alderney (10); Jersey (80), SB1SB64, (noted 7/- arms), Isle of Man (57), booklet issues from
1973 - 1995. A good range of issues. MUH. (205)
$200

part

5367*
Hong Kong, part 1 of a superb collection, housed in a
Lighthouse ringbinder album fitted with blank album pages
all carefully written up, with complete covering the period
1937-1995 containing many extras as varieties, it includes
M/S, booklet panes etc, a few early issues of 1938 with
gum toning, noted complete 1938-1952 KGVI portrait set
with colour varieties (54) including SG 161 $10 (illustrated
gum toned), SG 162 (3, and varieties, one illustrated), 1948
wedding set MUH, 1941 centenary, UPU set; QEII portrait
1954 set with shades, coil strip etc, (38); 1962-1973 after
Annigoni set, extras colour varieties, missing colours,
inverted wmks., glazed paper etc (73), commems appear
complete with varieties, noted SG 214 ITU inverted wmk.,
1969 Chinese New Year SG 257a (red omitted) (illustrated),
1981 Public Housing missing red, inverted wmk. pair, SG
402a, 402W, 406W (upright wmk.); 1973-1982 QEII issues
(84), not including coil strips (33), 1982-1987 QEII set SG
415-430, 471-487 (44) with varieties and coils; 1987-1988
QEII set (32), 1989-1991 set (49); 1990 M/S NZ Exh. SG
MS 646; various other specialist M/S; 1992-1996 QE II set
(64), including individual sheetlets (15), coil issues (46) etc.
All appear to be MUH, album with slipcase. (100's)
$3,000

5363
India, under Republic, collection on leaves housed in a 'Royal
Album' a spring back album, the collection is written up
and placed within Hagners, appears to be complete, almost
all are MUH, a very few maybe mint, issues run from 1950
- 1971, appears to cover from SG 337-654 with places
for several commem stamps but missing, a comprehensive
collection of definitives and commems. MUH, maybe a few
mint. (100s)
$300
5364
Isle of Man, collection on leaves housed in a two red spring
back album, the collection is written up and placed within
Hagners, appears to be complete, includes M/S, strips,
booklets panes, sheetlets etc almost all are MUH, a very
few are mint, issues run from 1958 - 1996, a comprehensive
collection of definitives and commems. MUH, maybe a few
mint. (100s)
$150
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5370
Malaysia, small complete collection on leaves from Malaya
1957 - 1963 (SG 1-36) and Malaysia 1963 - 1970 (SG, each
set described and mounted on hingeless holders, SG 1-67,
74-76, with selected set issues from Trengganu SG 107-109,
and Malaysian State Series of 1965 each of 7 stamps from
Kedah, Kelantan, Johore, Melaka, Negri Sembilan, Pahang,
Pulau Pinang, Perak, Perlis, Sabah, Sarawak, Selangor and
Trengganu. MUH. (195)
$100

5368
Hong Kong, part 2 of the Hong Kong collection, a superb
collection, housed in a Lighthouse ringbinder album fitted
with blank album pages all carefully written up, complete
covering the period, written up and placed in Hagner mounts,
appears complete, includes M/S, booklet panes, strips,
framas etc all are MUH, issues run from 1995 - 2002, (SG
806 - 1065), many issues in multiples etc., definitive sets
included with a comprehensive collection of all commems.
MUH. (100s)
$400

5371
Malta, collection on leaves housed in a 'Royal Album' a
spring back album, the collection is written up and placed
within Hagners, appears to be complete, includes M/S,
almost all are MUH, a very few are mint, issues run from
1950 - 1988, noted 1956 - 1958 set to £1, similar set for
1965 - 1971 set, comprehensive collection of commems.
MUH, a few mint. (100s)
$150

5372
Mauritius, a collection on leaves housed in a 'Royal Album',
a spring back album, the collection is written up and placed
within Hagners, it appears complete, includes M/S, almost
all are MUH, a very few are mint, issues run from 1953
- 1986, noted 1953 set to £1, rupee set of 1965, similar set
for 1967, 1969 and similar issues 1972, 1975, 1978, etc.,
comprehensive collection of commems., M/S, etc.; a similar
collection in the same album for Montserrat 1953 - 1970.
MUH, a few mint. (100s)
$250

5373
Nauru, a collection on leaves housed a 'Royal Album' as a
spring back album, the collection is written up and placed
in Hagner mounts, it appears to be complete, includes M/S,
almost all are MUH, a very few are mint, issues run from
1937/48 - 1996, noted 1937 set, 1954, 1966, 1968, 1978,
1984, 1991 definitive sets with a comprehensive collection
of commems.; together with a series of New Hebrides from
1953 - 1970 and Niue from 1953 -1977. MUH, a very few
mint. (100s)
$150

part

5369*
Lithuania, a superb collection on leaves housed in two 'KABE albums' on special prepared printed hingeless leaves for
all varieties of Lithuanian stamps, the collection held within
a cliplock binder, each album comes with its own slipcase,
the collection appears almost complete from 1918 - 2008,
includes the following highlights 10s black (SG 1) used on
piece and imperf at base (illustrated), others include set SG
3-8, 9-12 used on pieces, almost all stamps from SG 13
are mint or MUH, noted SG 27-29 used, SG 74a, 76a, 77a
(illustrated), 78a, 79a, with all about complete regular sets
from 1919, noted also SG 157 (2, one with O/P off centred
[illustrated]), SG 407a O/P Vaitkus flyer (illustrated), 1922
surcharges about complete missing SG 159, 161, otherwise
essentially complete with odd extra, 1924-6 war orphans
etc about complete, 1930 500th death issue SG 299-319,
25l. (SG 312) (illustrated), 1932 - 1933 comm. sets both
perf. and imperf. complete sets, SG 420-431b (including the
imperf. M/S), etc. appears complete for almost all issues to
1940 and also from 1990 - 2008, including M/S, booklets,
special issues etc.; lot also includes a stock book of various
loose additional issues c.2000. Almost all are MUH, a few
early issues are mint, a comprehensive collection of all
commems. MUH. (100s)
$2,000

5374
Norfolk Island, a collection on leaves housed in a red plain
spring back album, the collection is written up and placed
within Hagners, appears to be complete, includes M/S
(including special O/P issues), sheetlets, strips, booklet panes,
coils etc almost all are MUH, a very few are mint, issues run
from 1947 - 1997, noted definitives sets also including the
few scarce issues from 1953 - 1997, similar sets for commems
making it a comprehensive collection of this period. MUH,
a few mint. (100s)
$150

518

5378
New Zealand, booklets from 1960 - 1990s (CP W9a-W40),
assorted booklets held as different booklets of each similar
type stored in a Lighthouse clip lock binder with slip case,
(FV $350). MUH. (110)
$150
5379
New Zealand, booklets from 1989 - 2000s assorted booklets
held as blocks of 5 booklets of each type, all stored in a
Lighthouse clip lock binder with slip case, issues have (FV
$784). MUH. (lot)
$300

part

5375*
New Zealand, a very complete collection on leaves from
issues of King George VI - Elizabeth II, all are mounted on
hingeless holders in two cliplock Lighthouse albums with
slipcases, noted KGVI-QEII with coil numbers on coils of
QEII and 1960 and decimal definitives, provisional issue CP
N41a (illustrated), booklet panes for 1954-9 series, 1938,
1953, 1960, decimal definitive sets from 1967, 1970 etc.,
Specimen overprints, self adhesives, some scenic sets, 1935
silver jubilee (mint), definitives and commens from 1936 1999, includes M/S, gutter pairs, blocks, sheetlets, exhibition
M/S, etc. commems complete with extras. A few are mint
most however are MUH. (100s)
$1,000
5376
New Zealand, a very complete collection on leaves from
issues of King George V - Elizabeth II, all are mounted on
hingeless holders in one cliplock Lighthouse album with
slipcase, noted Christmas stamp issues from 1960 - 2000
includes self adhesives, blocks and M/S, Heritage Series from
1988 - 2000 includes M/S, sets, etc, Scenic stamp sets from
1972 - 2000, includes M/S, Health stamps complete from
1929 - 2000, includes smiling boys (illustrated), includes
M/S, se-tenant issues, 1931-5 air stamps, express delivery,
Life Insurance issues from 1947 - 1981, decimal arms to
$10, Ross Dependency issues 1957 - 2000 includes M/S,
blocks, sheetlets. A few are fine mint most however are
MUH. (100s)
$500

5380
New Zealand, booklets from 1990s assorted booklets held as
different booklets of each similar type stored in a Lighthouse
clip lock binder with slip case, issues have (FV $400) and
booklets of specimen sets. MUH. (lot)
$200
5381
Papua New Guinea, a superb collection, housed in a
Lighthouse ring binder album fitted with blank album pages
all carefully written up, complete covering the period, written
up and placed in Hagner mounts, album placed within slip
case, collection appears nearly complete until 2002, includes
M/S, strips, framas etc all are MUH, issues run from 1952
- 2003, (SG 1 - 951), noted 1994 and 1995 surcharges,
including the various printings, also a run of overprints on
normal issues as Stamp Duty, a very comprehensive collection
of definitives and commems. MUH. (100s)
$400
5382
Pitcairn Islands, a collection on leaves housed in a 'Royal
Album' as a spring back album, the collection is written up
and placed in Hagner mounts, appears complete, includes
M/S, booklet panes almost all are MUH, a very few are mint,
issues run from 1940 - 1996, noted all definitive sets with a
comprehensive collection of all commems. MUH. (100s)
$200
5383
Rhodesia & Nyasaland, a collection on leaves housed in a
'red' quality spring back album, the collection is written up
and placed in Hagner mounts, appears complete, includes
M/S, almost all are MUH, a very few are mint, issues run
from 1954 - 1963, noted 1954 set, 1959 and 1960, similar for
Rhodesia, 1965 - 1978, likewise for Zimbabwe, 1980 - 1995;
a similar collection for Gambia 1953 - 1970, including 1953
and 1963 definitive sets, all with a comprehensive collection
of commems. MUH. (100s)
$200

part

5377*
New Zealand, an extensive collection of plate blocks or
imprint blocks of mostly definitives from 1967 - 1990s
housed in two clip lock binders each fitted with a slip case,
lot also includes the 2 1/2d surcharge imprint block No.18,
(CP N42b); the collection covers all plate numbers in blocks 6
to 12 in the 1967 decimal pictorials, including 1968 $2 strip
with Plate No. and imprint (CP OD18b [$1000 for block of
10]) (illustrated); 1970 pictorials similar plate blocks, wmk
and no wmk., roses with plate numbers, QEII and overprints,
arms to $10 (blocks of 6), native artifacts, Maori, shells to $5
beehive block; birds to $10 blocks, butterflies, pictorials to
$20 (block of 4), framas, Government Life Insurance, Ross
Dependency. All appear to be MUH. (1,000s)
$1,500

5384
Royal Wedding 1981 as an Omnibus issues, a collection
on leaves housed in a blue cliplock album, the collection is
placed within 'G' or Hagners sheets, appears to be complete
for areas covered, includes M/S, singles, blocks, booklets,
includes House of Questa M/S etc, all are MUH; in a separate
special produced album the omnibus collection of Princes
Di 21st birthday issues, with singles M/S etc, both omnibus
sets appear complete. MUH. (100s)
$150
519

5385
Saint Christopher, Nevis and Anquilla, collection on
leaves housed in a 'Royal Album' a spring back album, the
collection written up and placed in Hagner mounts, appears
complete, issues run from 1953 - 1970; a similar collection of
St.Helena from 1953 - 1970 (lacks Tristan Relief overprints);
a similar collection of St. Lucia, 1963 - 1970, noted M/S; a
similar collection of St. Vincent 1953 - 1970, 1953 set with
extras; a similar collection of Sarawak, 1953 - 1963. All with
a comprehensive collection of commems. MUH, maybe a
very few mint. (100s)
$150

5390
Swaziland, a small incomplete collection on leaves from
1953 - 1971 (SG 52-187) each set is described and mounted
on hingeless holders, noted definitive sets 1956, 1962, 1968
Independence overprint set, missing 1961 overprint and
definitive issues; Trinidad and Tobago, a similar collection on
leaves from 1953 - 1970, (SG 267 - 390), noted definitive sets
1953, 1960, 1969 with a comprehensive range of commems.
from this period. MUH, a very few mint. (200+)
$120
5391
Tristan da Cunha, collection on leaves housed in a 'Royal
Album' a spring back album, the collection written up and
placed in Hagner mounts, appears complete, includes M/S,
almost all are MUH, a very few are mint, issues run from
1953 - 1995, noted 1954, 1960, 1961, 1965 definitive sets
with a comprehensive collection of commems. MUH, a very
few mint. (100s)
$300

5386
Scouting, a extensive collection world scouting issues housed
in a brown cliplock album with slipcase, the collection is
placed within Hagner mounts and was produced in 1982 in
a special collecting folder celebrating 75 years of scouting, it
all appears to be as complete a thematic collection of this date
c.1982, includes M/S, strips, sheetlets etc, all issues mostly
celebrating 75 years of scouting. MUH. (100s)
$200

part

5387*
Singapore, a complete collection on leaves from issues of
King George VI - Independence, all are mounted on hingeless
holders in two cliplock Lighthouse albums with slipcases,
noted KGVI SG 1-30 MUH (SG 30 illustrated); SG 31-82
noted MUH $5 silver wedding (illustrated), Independence
from 1966 - 2001, includes M/S, strips, framas, postage dues
additional CTO, perf and imperf issues, sheetlets, exhibition
M/S, etc. commems complete with extras. All appear be
MUH. (100s)
$1,500

part

5392*
USA, a collection on leaves housed in two 'Bridge Philatelic
albums' each a spring back album, the collection is written
up and placed in Hagner mounts, it appears to be about
complete, includes M/S, sheetlets, blocks etc almost all are
MUH, a few are mint, issues run from 1932 - 1991, noted
1932 bicentenary set (SG 704-715), 1933 Philatelic Society
Convention exhibition imperf sheetlets (SG MS730-1, 50c
zeppelin SG A732, 1934 National Parks perf. & imperf.
and M/S; (SG 739-MS 750), 1938+ Presidential series to $5
(MUH) (illustrated) (SG 799-831) booklet panes etc., similar
set 1954-1965 to $5 (MUH) (illustrated) (SG 1027-1053); all
definitive sets with a comprehensive collection of commems.
Mostly MUH, a very few mint. (several 1,000)
$500

5388
South Africa, collection on leaves housed in a 'Royal Album'
a spring back album, the collection is written up and placed
within Hagners, appears to be complete, includes M/S,
sheetlets, strips etc almost all are MUH, a very few are
mint, issues run from 1952 - 1995, noted definitives from
1954 - 1993 last set to 10 rands, similar sets for commems
making it a comprehensive collection of this period. MUH,
a few mint. (100s)
$150

5393
USA, a collection on leaves housed in a black plain spring
back album, the collection is written up and placed within
Hagners, appears to be complete, includes M/S (including
special O/P issues), sheetlets, strips, booklet panes, special
issues etc all are MUH, issues run from 1992 - 1998, noted
Official mail issues to $5, greetings etc some booklets,
definitives sets also including the Columbian exp 1992 a
few scarce issues, a comprehensive collection of this period;
together with collections from the Marshall Islands 1983 1989; Micronesia 1984 - 1989 and Palau from 1983 - 1989.
MUH. (many 100s)
$200

5389
South West Africa and Namibia, collection on leaves housed
in a green plain spring back album, the collection is written
up and placed within Hagners, appears to be complete,
includes M/S, sheetlets, strips, coils etc almost all are MUH,
a very few are mint, issues run from 1952 - 1971, noted
definitives including scarce issues from 1954 - 1993, similar
sets for commems making it a comprehensive collection of
this period. MUH, a few mint. (100s)
$150
520

5394
U.S.A., booklets from 1970s - 1990s assorted booklets
(112) held in a blue Lighthouse clip lock binder with slip
case, together with booklets from Palau, Marshall Islands
and Micronesia (31) issues have (FV about $400). MUH.
(143)
$250

OTHER PROPERTIES

5395
World, a collection of selected countries, mounted on
leaves housed in a 'Royal Album' a spring back album, the
collection written up and placed in Hagner mounts, includes
Aden Protectorate States, 1954 - 1963; Anguilla 1967 - 1970;
Antigua 1953 - 1971, including definitive sets; Ascension
1953 - 1970, including 1956 complete set (SG 57-69); 1963
set (SG 70-83); Bahamas 1953 - 1970 with 1954 set complete
(SG 178-193) etc; Barbados 1953 - 1970 issues definitives of
1953 complete (SG 289-301) etc.; Basutoland, 1953 - 1967,
includes (SG 42-105 inclusive), various definitive sets with
a comprehensive collection of commems. MUH, maybe a
very few mint. (100s)
$200
5396
World, including Australia, Guernsey, Jersey, Malta,
Gibraltar, Great Britain, PNG, Christmas Island, Nauru,
Samoa, Pitcairn Islands, Fiji, Jamaica, New Zealand,
Gambia, Norfolk Island, Kiribati, Cocos (Keeling) Islands,
decimal MUH M/S, sheetlets, all c.1980 period stored in a
small mint sheet type album. MUH. (79 items)
$100

5400*
Australia, New South Wales, 1897, 1d (1/-) and 2«d (2/6)
Consumptive Homes, charity issue (S.G.79/80). Some rust
spots, mint hinged. (2)
$150

5397
World of Special Commemoratives as Omnibus issues, a
collection on leaves housed in a blue 'Favourite Philatelic
album' a spring back album, the collection is placed within
Hagners, appears to be complete for areas covered, includes
M/S etc, all are MUH, 1972 silver wedding, 1973 royal
wedding Anne-Phillips, 1974 Churchill birth, 1974 UPU
centenary, 1977 silver jubilee of reign, a comprehensive
collection of this omnibus sets that appear complete. MUH.
(100s)
$150
5398
World, a stockbook of various sets and singles from
Australia, New Zealand, Canada, USA, Palau, Hong Kong,
Singapore, Nauru, Rhodesia, Gambia, Barbados, Guytana,
Samoa, St. Lucia, Jamaica, Zambia, Cyprus, USSR, Fiji,
South Africa, Kiribati, etc. Mostly MUH, a few mint and a
few used. (100s)
$100

5401*
Australia, 1898 Cover to Canada with 'Cuion, Kelson &
Co/Foreign & Colonial/Stamp Dealers/Box 297, Melbourne'
cachet at UL, franked 1898 QV halpenny rose tied by
Melbourne cds, paying 1d British Empire printed matter
rate. Nice early stamp dealer cover, fine.
$100

These issues are duplicates from the original album, collection, however
there are a few new and ealier issues thatr had not been added to the original
collections.

5399
Philatelic assessories, one very large carton of new stock
books, various catalogues on GB, NZ etc.; Lighthouse folders
with slip cases (still in original wraps), a quantity of Hagner
sheets, Lighthouse block and single mounts, loose leaves for
spring back album, extra leaves for GB etc collections KBAE,
unused mint sheet files etc. Mostly as new. (lot)
$50
521

5408
Australia, pre-decimal and decimal issues in five (5) almost
full with overlaping of stamps large cheap Chinese stock
books, includes many MUH issues in quantity noted 26 M/S
of Australian Light Horse, many other M/S together with
mint stamps noted $20 stamps (2) MUH, large quantity of
MUH including AAT MUH, almost all are c.1990s-2000s,
many items are duplicated, very high FV, also quantities of
used including pre-decimal. MUH and used. (100s)
$400

5402
Australia states and British Empire, Queensland, duty stamps
1892 issue 6d mint, 5/- fiscal used, (SG 435, 436 [early SG
catalogue]) with dealer tickets; Tasmania, used 1/-, 2/6, 5/and 10/- with postmarks for Hobart (SG 221-224, CV £176);
Nauru, 'Century' ship 2/6 and 5/-, (SG 37B, 38B), mint and
MUH; Jersey & Guernsey, 1941 sets of the war occupation
issues (5), 1/2d green extra of Guernsey with rouletted edge
and wide margin; British Levant, GB 1905 5d pair EVII
overprinted LEVANT, postmarked Constantinople, (SG L8
CV £76); Covers, India, postmarked Experimental P.O. 17 Ja
08 to London via Brindisi; another Ireland to London issued
17 Feb 22 [ist day of issue] of the 2d GB with overprint type
2 (SG 12). MUH, mint and used. (17)
$100

5409
Australia, decimal navigators etc, definitive issues, First Day
Cover 14th Feb 1966, 1c to $2; three later FDCs; Fiji, South
Pacific Games Souvenir Cover 6 Aug 1963 3d, 9d, 1/- and
2/6; another letter cover 3d, 9d, 1/-; Pitcairn Island 14 Jy
1963 Cover 1/2d to 2/6; Tonga 1'1d, 28 JLY 62 on letter
cover plus set of gold stamps to 15/-; Cook Islands three
dollars banknote in wallet and Papua New Guinea mint coin
set, 1976 in pack of issue. Fine - uncirculated. (11)
$50

5404
Australia, 1927 Canberra, a mint sheet of 80 in excellent
condition. MUH. (80)
$100

5410
Australia, an accumulation in two large cartons of Post Office
packs (47, including 3 x Xmas 1971) c.1968-1980; mint
stamps many as blocks c.1966-1980s (FV approx $300);
APO year books 1982, 1983; 1978 NZ collectors collection;
quantity of FDC, noted PNG Rabaul 10/- on FDC, registered
and posted at Rabaul; set of pre-stamped post cards Series II;
large quantity of used mostly Australian on and off paper;
5 stock books and old albums, about 25 various assorted
numismatic and philatelic publications including SG British
Commonwealth 1967, old ACR magazines, Stamp News,
Ackland catalogue 1948 etc. MUH, mint and used. (lot)
$200

5405
Australia, 1927, Canberra Commemorative 2/- booklet
complete with 16, 1 1/2d red; Australia - Chile First
Experimental Air Mail flight cover fixed with 5/- arms; other
covers and world stamps many fixed on paper c.1930s1940s. Mint and used. (lot)
$60

5411
Australia, MUH singles, blocks and sheets c.1980s-1990s
(FV approx $965); in album mostly MUH a feew maybe
mint (FV $400); another album mint mostly no gum (FV
$150); a quantity of used in envelope (approx.200). MUH,
mint and used. (lot)
$700

part

5403*
Australia, Kangaroo high values specimen set, C of A wmk.
10/-, pound and two pounds, (SG 136-138), (9 sets). MUH.
(27)
$1,000

5406
Australia, pre-decimal and decimal stamps, three stock books
of decimal and pre-decimal stamps with most commems
from 1927 to 1980, noted Arms set to £2 with part imprint
block for £1 and £2, K/Smith set of 4, Macarthur 1934 set,
1935 Jubilee set, 1936 SA cent., 1937 150th anniv. set,; also
includes APO year books 1982, 1983, sheets and MUH
issues (FV $140); Post Office packs (62) c.1970s-1980s;
1988 Bi-centennial folders (6) in slip case. All appear to be
MUH. (100s)
$350

5412
Australia, decimal blocks almost all as corner blocks of 4
with values of stamps ranging from 22c to $10/stamp, mostly
as commems and ranging from c.1980 - 1990s all stored in
a large tin, (approx 750 blocks), approximate (FV $1200).
MUH. (approx 3000)
$600
5413
Australia, decimal gutter strips and a few part sheets from
the 1960s - 2000, (FV $940), Flood relief AP 60c booklets
($12), together with 3 prints from sketches by CharlesAlexander Lesueaur 'Voyage to Australia in 1802', pub. in
Paris 1824. MUH or as new. (lot)
$500

5407
Australia, a stock book of used pre-decimal and decimal
issues, c.1948 - 1980, noted used 2/6 Aborigine (approx
70); 5/- cattle (30); $4 navigators (28); a very few are mint,
MUH including a strip of 6 $1 Flinders; together with a
large plastic carton of decimal issues in mostly tied as packs
of 100 or more; United Nations commemorative 1976 FDC
collection in UN album (approx 100); USA sheets of 32c Jazz
Musicians and Comic strip Classics; Art of Our Country,
Land and Spirit as FD issues with Albert Namitjira paintings
used on commem stamps with booklet. MUH, mint and
used. (1000s)
$150

5414
Australia, Olympic games issues in folders and albums mostly
sheetlets also including FDC and some duplication as issued
by Australia Post, 2000 sheetlets (19), paralympics, goodwill,
2002 Winter, (FV $118); 2004 Athens (FV $145); 2006
Commonwealth Games (FV $92); 2008 Beijing (FV $75);
2012 London (FV $192); (total FV $620). MUH. (100s)
$300
522

5415
Australia, a carton of large prestige and plain sheetlets mostly
booklets and special issue sets for a series, (FV approx.
$810). MUH. (lot)
$400

5425
Australia, 1978-1980s, FDCs, prepaid stamped envelopes,
stamp packs, Australia Post album 1981; includes Hutt River
Province, Cocos Keeling Islands, Antarctic Territory; also
Papua New Guinea, FDC 1984, 50th Anniversary Airmail
(5); Visit of Pope John Paul II (15) and stamps; total FV
approx $170. MUH.
$100

5416
Australia, a carton of large prestige and plain sheetlets mostly
booklets and special issue sets for a series, (FV approx.
$660). MUH. (lot)
$350

5426
Australia, a large carton of books and booklets promoting
specific sets for Australia Post (37), all hard bound;
together with 1988 Bicentennary Collection folders (6),
AAT Sherwood folder of issues 1957-1980, together with
the 2000 Olympic Games collection of sheetlets etc of gold
medal winners in AP folder. MUH. (Lot)
$200

5417
Australia, Post Office sheetlets with packaging (FV $304);
MUH stamps, including sheetlets ($287); booklets (FV $80)
together with some FDC and PO cards etc, almost all are
c.1990s, some items are duplicated. MUH, mint. (100s)
$300

5427
Australia, Post Office year books, with stamps from 1981
- 1993, Australia Bicentennial Collection of booklets and
stamps, Australian Impressionists, The Colonial Collection.
MUH. (approx 17)
$300

5418
Australia, Post Office album clip lock folders with stamp
sheetlets with packaging for Olympics in 2000 (2 complete
sets), in 2004 Athens games, in the 2006 Beijing Games;
together with hard bound volumes of specific stamp issue
sets with stamps kept in descriptive books (11), also with
Australian BiCentennial Collection of 1988 in folder. MUH.
(lot)
$200

5428
Australia, Australia Post year books, 1994, 1995 (2), 19962003; together with Sherwood folders of definitive issues
1913-1936 (includes £2 Cof A fine used, £1 brown and blue,
specimens for kangaroos etc mint and used), 1937-1952,
1953-1965, 5 year decimal folders 1966-1970, 1971-1975,
1976-1980; Engraved stamps books (4 various types); 19901, 1991-2; Introducing Australian Stamps beauty etc. MUH,
mint and used. (23)
$750

5419
Australia, Post Office packs from the 1970s - 2000s, but
mostly from 1990s or later, includes $20 Glover painting,
with some duplicate packs. MUH. (approx 320)
$250
5420
Australia, Post Office packs from the 1990s - 2000s, but
mostly all different. MUH. (approx 275)
$300

5429
Australia, Australia Post, year books including Territories,
1999-2014, together with Olympic Games 2000 and 2008
Beijing, 2006 Commonwealth Games, all stored in a large
container. MUH. (19)
$600

5421
Australia, decimal packs as sold at the Post Office of sets etc
of issues from the late 1990s - 2000s, mostly all different,
average PO cost $5 each, total (FV $2080). MUH. (100s)
$1,000

5430
Australia, Post Office year books, with stamps from 2001
- 2014. MUH. (approx 14)
$500

5422
Australia, Post Office prestige booklets from the 1990s
- 2000s, but all different, average PO cost $10-$15 each.
MUH. (approx 70)
$300

5431
Australia, in a large PO carton a collection of official year
folder in one large binder of Territory issues 1993-2005;
WWF c.2000 in slip case of covers and stamps including a
Diana stamps and folder collection; AAT PO cover collection
in folders 1972-1988 together with 1994 Huskies issue FDC
from all bases; Our World folders of stamps (3); Personalised
stamp folders (5) (FV $45); FDC in folders as one large FDC
wiuth all stamps stamped on the day of issue for that year
1981-1988; books Hoser, Endangered Animals of Australia
with PO pack for Threatened Species; King, Australia's First
Fleet the Voyage and the re-enactment. MUH and used.
(lot).
$100

5423
Australia, Post Office prestige booklets, (29) (FV $300),
MUH decimal (FV $47); Post Office Packs (26) (Fv $84);
Great Britain large sheetlets for 1st and 2nd class mail
(42); Post Office Prestige and ordinary booklets from Great
Britain, Jamaica, Isle of Man, Guernsey, Canada, Gibraltar,
New Zealand, Turks & Caicos Islands, Grenada, USA, etc;
PNC (3), First Day covers and stamps on paper, etc. MUH,
used. (lot)
$300
5424
Australia, in a large carton, Australia sheetlets (30) (FV
$183); Post Office packs c.1990s-2000s (approx 300),
maxicards and other APO cards (approx 500); PNC with
dollar coin Army; assorted match box covers (100s). MUH
and used. (100s)
$250

5432
Australia, First Day Covers and pre-stamped envelopes, a
large accumulation with much duplication filling two large
crates, some earlier c.1960-70s stored in photographic
albums and iare in varying condition. Used. (100s)
$100
523

5433
Australia, extensive accumulation of First Day Covers, with
duplication all in a large box mostly c.1990s a few earlier
but as new condition. Used. (approx 1000)
$150
5434
Australia, a quantity of First Day Covers mostly of the 1990s
(approx 200) and PO packs and MUH stamps (FV $134),
together with Great Britain covers and stamps in Post office
packs, also including Qantas Comet4 1959 flight covers,
several sheets of 2 1/2d Royal Wedding 1948 and a few other
world covers. MUH, used. (lot)
$120
5435
Australia, extensive accumulation in two large boxes of First
Day Covers and Maxicards, with some duplication many as
bought from Australia Post received in original packaging,
mostly c.1990s-2000s, a few earlier but as new condition.
Used. (approx 1500)
$200
5436
Australia, collection with other countries housed in a black
clip lock album, contains issues from 1913 to Elizabeth
II with mostly used to 1966, noted 5/- and 10/- robes
mint, decimal series are mint from 1966 - 1987 (includes
navigators), M/S and issues to $5; also includes a collection
almost all are mint of Antarctica, Christmas Island, Cocos
(Keeling) Islands, Nauru, Norfolk Island, Papua New Guinea
(to 1987). Mint and used. (approx 1500)
$150
5437
Australia and New Zealand, assorted stock books (7) of large
quantities of mostly used issues from Australia (some MUH
or mint) mostly from 1937-1988; New Zealand with a few
QV-KGV but mostly from KGVI - QEII with much used and
some MUH, duplication in quantity of lower values with
stamps to £1 and $5; Great Britain another stock book with
range of issues as duplicates mostly KGVI - QEII; another
stock book of issues from A - N in large quantities of world
stamps. MUH, used. (1000s in 7 stock books)
$150
5438
British Solomon Islands, 1937 Coronation set, registered
from Tulagi, Jan 26, 1938 on envelopes to Elbert L. Hiler in
London (50 covers); together with Victory and Peace stamps
1945-46 in special prepared album on mint issues as issued
throughout the British Empire. Mint/used. (lot)
$100
5439
Central Europe, containing Austria mint and used mostly
from 1916 - 1922, then 1945 - 1957, 1964 - 1981; Germany,
an large collection of mostly used, some mint from 1941
(with many used), issues to 1981; also issues from Berlin,
East Germany and Switzerland with many mint and a few
M/S. A useful lot. Mint and used. (approx 2000)
$100

524

part

5440*
China, an extensive collection of Nationalist China issues in the war period 1939-1942 all described and placed on black
Hawid mounts, and written up on each page in a red spring back album with 182 album pages, contains a study collection
of 100s of the issue of the 4c on 5c Sun Yat Sen 1940-1 issues printed in Hong Kong with surcharge in red, (SG 582) includes
imprint blocks, large blocks 7xhalf sheets etc, mostly MUH, mint with a few used; includes in a block of 9, 12, 25 and 2x50
the variety 'Tso-Tso' error on O/P (SG 582a [£150]) also a used example, another missing 'fun' in a block of 9, unlisted,
double surcharges; imperf at bottom vertical pair 3c on 5c Chekiang surcharge (SG 581ax), others with black surcharges
from Shanghai, Eastern Szechuan, Kiangsi, Kansu, Hunan and some with bogus surcharges including a used pair with O/P
inverted; Shanghai surcharges blocks, include imprints, part sheets, used in blocks, offsets, shades (SG 576, 578, 580, 581);
Eastern Szechuan similar (SG 579b, 581b) with 1st and 2nd settings, includes pairs and singles of double surcharge (SG 579ba
£180), several block of 9 with partial missing surcharges, another with inverted O/P pair with the 'fun-fun' error (SG 581ba
repeat of character £275. but not inverted unlisted) (illustrated); character varieties in block, block with MUH 'fun-fun'
variety (SG 581ba), others with smaller 3, another in block with top character missing (SG 579bc £350), some with missing
surcharges or added to margin; a large block of 28 with missing 'tso' but added later by hand, similar for block of 42, 18th
stamp with character 3 missing added by hand later, others in large blocks with broken characters; various printings noted;
Kansu similar blocks and varieties including printings, small 3; double surcharges, surcharge variations in large imprint blocks
used, inverted surcharges four blocks of 4 (2 normal, 2 inverted) (one block illustrated with imprint) also used and blocks
of mint and used with inverted surcharges, pair with and without O/P; replacement letters in blocks; Kansu unlisted types
3c on 2c green and 3c on 15c red; Chekiang, similar to other provinces above, surcharged 3c on 5c in red, various imprint
blocks (a few described as forged surcharges); Kiangsi, a similar selection, singles, blocks, imprints, part sheets, half sheets,
varieties of O/P (partial missing characters), these noted on sheets, includes four double 'fun' errors centre stamp in blocks of
9 (SG 579aa £275), used with characters missing etc; Hunan surcharges, similar to above, blocks, singles, MUH, used, etc.
An extraordinary accumulation written up 60 years ago by a specialist, some original items previously removed, but appears
to be a unique collection on about 182 pages. MUH, mint and used. (1,000s)
$3,000
Note X after SG number indicates variety not listed in latest SG catalogue.
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lot 5441 part

5441*
China, an extensive collection of Nationalist China issues in the post war period 1946-1948 all described and placed on
black Hawid mounts, and written up on each page in a green spring back album with 160 album pages, contains martyrs
issues, 1c yellow orange half sheet of 50 with O/P $10 (SG 898) other blocks (46 and 2x50) with O/P misplaced another 3c
brown block of 2x32 and 3x4 (double surcharges), with O/P $20 with 4 stamps missing O/P, inverted O/P pair with O/P off
centred another inverted single (SG unlisted, another blocks of 6 (2) with double surcharge [SG 778x]) and a strip of missing
surcharge on stamp 2 of strip; $1000 on $20 with double surcharge (2) (SG 856x); varieties inverted surcharge pair another
single (SG 898a, £100 each stamp), block of 4, a pair and single (SG 900a £170/stamp) and double misplaced surcharges
(SG 851x unlisted), $2000 on $3 with right stamp imperf at right sheet margin (SG 974x); $10 on 1c double surcharge (SG
903x), inverted surcharges (2) (SG 904a £160); airmail surcharges blocks of 4 with imprints (SG 822, 826); (SG 820c, £400),
a pair with missing 6th character; airmail sets (SG 820-824, 825-829), (SG 818 [69], 820 [107] an additional block of 6 with
misplaced overprints, 821 [19], 822 [57], 823 [98], 824 [81], 825 [24], 826 [4], 827 [4], 828 [22], 829 [20], 1022 [23]), as large
blocks of 4 (2, with imprint), singles, pairs and block of 8 and 9, etc) very rare error imperf between pair (SG 821ax [vertical
pair unrecorded, SG 821a horizontal pair £2250, toned gum) (both illustrated) also used block of 4 for set, also varieties of
airmails with surcharges misplaced, another missing the $ value 'bok', inverted O/P, double surcharges, double perfs, some
with red O/P ; $20 on 8c green misplaced surcharges (3) (SG 869); imperf. on right and left panes for pairs and blocks and at
base (SG 856, 857, 858, 876, 974, 975, 1008, etc); horizontal pairs imperf. between (SG 1008x, 1011x, 1015x, 1018a [£200]
1019a [£225], 1019b imperf on all on strip of 4 (illustrated) another vertical strip of 10 top three imperf. between and another
horizontal strip of three middle example imperf. both sides, 1020x, also includes offset varieties, Paicheng print $5000/$1
green, (SG 1006), $30,000/90c in red (SG 1024x) only known imperf. pair (illustrated); half sheet of 50 with varieties with
imperfs on left side vertically and horizontally in row (SG 858a and b repeated, £170, £325); $20 on 8c (SG 883a-b) with
inverted surcharges, double surcharges, misplaced surcharges, offset; $20 on 5c green RRR, unlisted (SG -), a wide range
of varieties (SG 904) all rare (includes inverted and double surcharges) another (SG 884a mint £140, unpriced used) a used
block of 4 with double surcharge and one at angle; $10/15c Martyr imperf. between (SG 795a), and another pair LHS, (SG
795x); similar 15c/$30/2c imperf between (5 pairs known) and vertical pairs (10 pairs known) (SG 775x); other blocks of
Martyrs with imperf missing between etc., including imperf singles or blocks offsets; inverted surcharges on pairs $10 on 8c;
assorted varieties with overprints, missing parts and misplaced and upset surcharges; together with a few parcel post issues
1946-1948. An extraordinary accumulation written up 60 years ago by a specialist, some original items previously removed,
but appears to be a unique collection on about 160 pages. MUH, mint and used. (1,000s)
$5,000
Note X after SG number indicates not listed in latest SG catalogue.
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5442
China, collection housed in clip lock album, includes a
wide range of issues from the Republic, Taiwan, Hong
Kong and Japanese occupation of Manchukuo, issues under
Communist control some as reprints, including issues from
North East China SG NE 258, 286, 287, 294, 296; 1950
set of Gate of Heavenly Peace SG NE 275-285; East China
issues 1948-1949; North China 1949 etc; China, set 19491960s, mixed group, includes reprints of SG 1401-2, 1405,
also noted 1421, 1430, 1432, 1453a; China Republic a range
of issues from 1932-1949 includes overprints, Manchukuo
mint issues from 1932 including scarce singles 1936 set
(Japan postal agreement) etc., Taiwan issues to 1973 noted
horses M/S SG MS974; and a range of Hong Kong including
rooster set 1969, others commens c.1970-1972, M/S SGMS
466, MS 507). Mint and used. (approx 1,000)
$200

5449
China, Cultural Revolution 1967-1968, 1967 Poems of Mao
(SG 2383); 1968 Inscription of Lin Piao (SG 2402); 1968
Mao's anti-American (SG 2396); 1968 Mao's Youth (SG
2403); Thoughts of Mao (SG 2405). All fine used. (5)
$200
5450
The Commonwealth Collection, a collection of stamps from
Commonwealth member countries and territories issued in
commemoration of Commonwealth Day 14th March 1983,
limited edition. In large album of issue with printed letters
from Queen Elizabeth II and the Commonwealth SecretaryGeneral, includes certificate of authenticity 07168, some
album pages have some foxing areas, stamps MUH.
$70
5451
German New Guinea, 1897 stamps of Germany overprinted
'Deutsch Neu Guinea' in 1898, 3 (2, shade varieties), 5, 10,
20, 25 and 50 pf, (SG 1-6). Mint. (7)
$100

5443
China, Communist Issues, North China, 1949 issues $10,
$20, $50, $80, $100, $120, $140, (SG NC327A - 333A);
South West China Peoiple's Post 1950 (SG SW20-23); North
East China, 1947 Nanjing road incident (SG NE 162-168);
China, Mother country 3rd issue, (SG 1593-6), Chenju (SG
1696-1699); various (SG 1456-1458, 1479-1481, 15341537, 1540-1542, 1557-1560, 1561-1572, 1588-1592,
1597-1604, 1609-1616 1628-1633, 1638-1641, 17201721); others from 1960-1962 including (SG 1932-1935,
1943-1944, 1966-1967, 1972-1973, 1995-1996 [rare],
2051-2052 [rare]). All mint/MUH. (106)
$200

5452
German New Guinea, 1897 stamps of Germany overprinted
'Deutsch Neu Guinea' in 1898, 3, 5, 10, 20, 25 and 50 pf,
(SG 1-6). Used, two stamps on pieces. (6)
$100

5444
China, collection of sheets and part sheets Republic,
Philatelic Exhibition $5000 blue green (SG 1002) (43 part
sheet); 50th anniversary posts 1947 $100 violet (25), $200
green (25), $300 brown (25), $400 scarlet (25), $500 blue
(25), (SG 985-989); $1 orange Dr Sun Yat Sen (SG 1152)
(50); 1947 $50 Postage Due (SG D916) (50). MUH (some
without gum). (268)
$100

5454
German New Guinea, 1914 yacht key type stamps inscribed
'Deutsch Neu Guinea' wmk. lozenges, 3, 5 and 10 pf, 5 mark
(SG 20-23); together with a postcard featuring the Kaisers'
yacht. posted at Hamburg, 23.7.1898 to Braunschweig.
Mint, card used. (5)
$60

5453
German New Guinea, 1901 yacht key type stamps inscribed
'Deutsch Neu Guinea' 3, 5, 10, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 80 pf, 1,
2, 3 and 5 mark (SG 7-19). Mint. (13)
$150

5455
Gilbert & Ellice Islands Protectorate, 1911 issues sheets and
some part sheets, 1/2d green (187), 1d red (209), 2d grey
(68), 2 1/2d ultramarine (72); (SG 1-4, total CV £13930).
All with some gum toning.
$250

5445
China, Flags and Emblems 1950-1959, 1950 NE Prov.
(SG NE295); 1950 China flags (SG 1464-5, 1467-8); 1951
national emblem (SG 1519-1523); 1959 (SG 1846-1849).
All fine used. (14)
$150
5446
China, Chinese goldfish 1960 (SG 1911-1922). All fine
used. (12)
$100

part

5456*
Great Britain, Queen Victoria, 1840-1841 imperf issues with
leaves (3), 1840 penny black one unused described as plate
3 (illustrated); 1841 issues 1d red brown one mint (claimed
as Die 1, plate 1b) (illustrated), others used (11) including
several with PO numbers, and inverted wmks. (SG 7 - 11);
2d blue (SG 14), varieties etc noted in write up. Mint (2)
used (12). (14)
$300

5447
China, Chrysanthemums 1960 (SG 1947-1964). All fine
used. (18)
$100
5448
China, Tang Dynasty pottery 1961 (SG 1997-2004); bronze
vessels of the Yin Dynasty part set 4f - 20f (SG 2200-2206).
All fine used. (15)
$50

Ex Noble Numismatics Auction Sale 109 (lot 4219).
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5457
Great Britain, collection with other countries housed in a
black clip lock album, contains issues from Queen Victoria
to Elizabeth II with used to 1968, mint from 1968 - 1987
with issues to £5; album contains a collection of France
from 1860 used, with mostly mint issues from 1941 - 1981;
together with issues from Belgium, Cyprus, British Antarctic
Territory, Guernsey, Ireland, Isle of Man, Jersey and Malta.
Mint and used. (approx 1,500)
$100
part

5461*
Lithuania, Telsiai, under German Occupation, as the Telsiai
Provisional Issue, 1941 'Laisvi / Telsiai/ 1941.VI.26', type
I overprint and another with III overprint on USSR 30k
Agricultural Expo (Byelorussia Pavilion) and 30k (Uzbek
Pavillion) (M.16I and M.21III) (both illustrated); together
with others mint with O/P on 30k type I (2), type III (2).
MUH. (6)
$500

5458
Great Britain, a collection in two stock books from George V
as a simplified collection, noted 1924 Exhibition pair, 1929
UPU, 1934 set to 1/-, castles no wmk. set, a good range of
issues to 1981 includes a few Machins, these all appear as
MUH; also a small collection of 1981 Royal wedding, also
25P coin in packet and 1982 uncirculated coin set; various
minor covers etc, Argentina some Mint with covers in a
stock book and two old time loose leaf schoolboy albums
(Wanderer and Simplex Junior album, c.1940) containing
world stamps with a few pickings. MUH, mint and used.
(100s)
$150

Ex Ray Kaleda Collection.
First two described certificates first with a Ceremuga Certificate, second
by Gerhard Krischke Certificate Nos.2073 (dated 2002), 639/94 (dated
1994).

5462
Lithuania, Telsiai, under German Occupation, as the Telsiai
Provisional Issue, 1941 'Laisvi / Telsiai/ 1941.VI.26', type
I overprint and another with III overprint on blocks of
9 stamps of USSR 30k Agricultural Expo (Byelorussia
Pavilion) and 30k (Uzbek Pavillion) (M.16I and M.21III).
MUH. (18)
$500

5459
Israel, a collection of many 100s mostly used with duplication
together with a few MUH scattered throughout two stock
books, together with a about 200 FDC mostly 1950s-1960s;
together with a small collection of Hungary in a stock book
and a few loose covers. MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$100

Ex Ray Kaleda Collection.
Both with described certificates from Krzysztof Ceremuga Certificate,
Nos.2080, 2082 (dated 2002).

5460
Lithuania, Telsiai, under German Occupation, as the Telsiai
Provisional Issue, 1941 'Laisvi / Telsiai/ 1941.VI.26', type
I overprint and another with III overprint on blocks of 9
stamps of USSR 30k Agricultural Expo (Leningrad Pavilion)
and 30k (Armenia Pavillion) (M.13I and M.19III). MUH.
(18)
$500
Ex Ray Kaleda Collection.
Both with described certificates from Krzysztof Ceremuga Certificate,
Nos.2079, 2081 (dated 2002).

part

5463*
Lithuania, Telsiai, under German Occupation, as the Telsiai
Provisional Issue, 1941 'Laisvi / Telsiai/ 1941.VI.26', type I
overprint and another with type III overprint on USSR 50k
Agricultural Expo (Main Pavilion) (M.24I and M.24III)
(both illustrated); together with others mint with O/P tpe III
O/p for 15k, 30K (2), and Type I for 60k, used sets of Type
I 2 x 30k, type III for 2 x 30k. MUH, used. (10)
$1,000
Ex Ray Kaleda Collection.
First two described with Ceremuga Certificates Nos.1445, 1446, dated
2002.
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part

5464*
Lithuania, Telsiai, under German Occupation, as the Telsiai
Provisional Issue, 1941 'Laisvi / Telsiai/ 1941.VI.26', type
III overprint and another with type III overprint on USSR
30k Agricultural Expo (Azerbaijan Pavilion) block of 9 and
a 60k (Mechanization Pavillion) used on piece, (noted as
only 1 of 333 made. MUH and used. (10)
$500

part

5466*
Memel (Lithuanian Occupation), Klaipeda Territory, a small
collection of 1923 laid up on Leuchtturm pages, includes 3
Litai imperf. blocks of 4 and 2 pairs of the 3 litai issues in
various colours featuring ships, and overprint issues of n
Leuchtturm pages, 1923 overprints 10c - 60c, (SG 83-86,
87-90); also includes a range of includes 1939 'Memelland'
overprints (Memelland is Free) on SG 428-431, in pairs and
singles etc, these MUH, a set, used and a set with inverted
overprints; together with covers (2) (one illustrated), covering
the set. Mint, MUH and used. (50)
$150

Ex Ray Kaleda Collection.
Last used with a Gerhard Krischke Certificate 250/09 (dated 2009).

Ex Ray Kaleda Collection.

part

5467*
New Guinea, 1939 Bulolo Goldfields air mail set to pound,
(SG 212-225). Used, some with faults. (14)
$200

5465*
Lithuania, Telsiai, under German Occupation, as the Telsiai
Provisional Issue, 1941 'Laisvi / Telsiai/ 1941.VI.28', type
III overprint, used on piece of 80k, on a blue left profile of
Mayakovsky of Russia (SG 905, M.9 III); and another 80k
with O/P on side of stamp. MUH and used. (2)
$200
Ex Ray Kaleda Collection.
Used with a described certificates from Gerhard Krischke, No 500/00,
(dated 2000).
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5474
Sweden, cover and letter fixed with a 4 skilling blue dated
21. 5 1858 to Nykoping, (SG.2a); together with 12 ore blue,
23.8.1863 to Upsala (uppsala) posted from Gefle, (SG 8a).
Used. (2)
$50

5468
New Zealand, collection written up and housed in two loose
leaf spring back albums, with issues from 1862 - 1980, of
mint and used stamps, includes used perf. Chalon issues (5),
EVII set used, 1936 Chamber of Commerce mint and used
sets, very strong from KGVI - QEII, mostly mint/MUH in
blocks, pairs, commems, peace issues, 1953 set to 10/- mint,
1960 sets mint and used to £1; Health stamps in second
album from 1929, includes M/S and Xmas issues and Arms
issues pre-decimal 7/- and 10/- mint, used to £1, decimal to
$10 and Life Insurance stamps, officials etc; Great Britain, a
small collection housed in a third similar album with issues
from 1841 - 1980s as mostly used, noted £1 Royal silver
wedding mint. MUH,mint and used. (100s)
$150
5469
New Zealand, in a large carton a lot of collector packs of
MUH stamps for years 2001-2014, together with FDC as
packs by NZ Post years 2001-1014; plus loose FDC from
the 1940s-1999 (approx 150). MUH, used. (lot)
$200
5470
New Zealand, collection with other countries housed in a
black clip lock album, contains issues from Queen Victoria
to Elizabeth II with used to 1966, decimal series are mint
from 1967 - 1987 with issues to $4 with M/S; album contains
a collection mostly mint of Aitutaki, Cook Islands, Niue,
Penrhyn, Ross Dependency, Tokelau Island, Tonga. Mint
and used. (approx 1500)
$100

part

5475*
Sweden, cover (3) one together with letter fixed with a 4
skilling blue dated 22. 12. 1857 from Stockholm (SG.2a);
together another cover fixed with 24 and 3 ore to Berlin
from Stockholm 22.5.1870 (SG 9 and 12); another cover
fixed with 3 and 20 ore (Fixed with a 3 ore 5 ore and 20
ore, to Finland 23.8.1870 from Stockholm 63 (SG 6, 12
and 15). Used. (3)
$150

5471
Pacific Islands, collection on leaves housed in a A4 clip lock
folder of about 60+ pages, stamps including Fiji, mostly mint
approx 500 (noted 1948 wedding, UPU, KGVI to 5/- mint,
QEII to £1 mint, issues to 1987); Gilbert & Ellice Islands
(KG VI set to 5/-, QEII set to 10/- etc issues to 1978, then
Kiribati 1979-1987); New Hebrides issues from 1949 - 1979,
then Vanuatu 1979 - 1984; Pitcairn Islands 1940 - 1987;
Samoa, issues from 1935 - 1987 including M/S; Solomon
Islands noted 10/- 1948 wedding mint, 1966, 1968 decimal
sets and others including M/S to 1988 mostly mint; Tuvalu
1976 - 1985 (trains). An interesting accumulation of mostly
mint issues. Mint, used. (approx 1000)
$200

5476
World, collections from various ountries housed in a three
clip lock albums, Asia Collection (approx 1500 stamps)
includes Indonesia, Cambodia, Korea (North and South),
Laos, Malaysia, New Caledonia, North Borneo, Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand, Timor, Vietnam (North & South) etc;
Europe collection (approx 1500 stamps), includes issues from
Bosnia, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Italy, Italian colonies,
Liechtenstein, Luxenbourg, Monaco, Netherlands, Norway,
Portugal, San Marino, Spain, Sweden, Vatican, etc.; Africa
collection (approx 1500 stamps), includes Algeria, Angola,
Belgian Congo, Burundi, Congo, Dahomey, Equatorial
Africa, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Guinea, Kenya & Uganda,
Malagasy, Mauritius, Morocco, Mozambique, Nigeria,
Rhodesia, Seychelles, Somali Coast, South Africa, South West
Africa, Spanish Colonies, Tanganyika, Tunisia, Zanzibar, etc.
Mint and used. (approx 4,500)
$150

5472
Russia and USSR, extensive collection in on large clip lock
folder and two stock books, includes M/S and a range of
issues from 1889, but mostly from 1921 with gaps to 1949,
mostly used as pre-cancels for 1950s - 1971; the stock books
contain issues from 1972 - 1983 with almost all pre-cancel
issues. Mint and used. (approx 3000)
$100
5473
Sweden, cover fixed with a 4 skilling pale blue dated
13.9.1857 from Upsala to Stockholm (SG.2); together
with 12 ore blue, 22.4.1870 to Soderkoping posted from
Norrkoping, (SG 8a). Used. (2)
$50
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5477
World, clip lock albums (6), different contents and mostly
completely filled with stamps many from the post WWII
era with some good pickings; Japan (approx 600) including
M/S; Arab states in Middle East, include Aden, Ajman,
Dubai, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Oman, Qatar Syria, Yemen,
(approx 750); North America collection (approx 1600
stamps) including Canada (extensive mint 1967-1977), Canal
Zone, United Nations (1958-1974 mint), USA (1940-1986
mint); Africa collection (approx 1500) includes Bangladesh,
Bhutan, Ceylon from 1938-1978 mostly mint, Egypt a good
range of mint including M/S, issues from 1945 - 1973 (noted
1947 air mint, M/S SGMS601, MS1092); India and States
mostly used; Liberia, Maldive Is, Pakistan, Persia, Rwanda,
Togo, etc.; United Nations collection in a descriptive White
Ace album, issues from mostly complete 1951 -1980 on
hingeless mounts (approx 250); West Indies, (approx 1600),
includes Anguilla, Antigua, Bahamas, Bermuda, British
Honduras, Cayman Islands, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominica,
Dominican Republic, Grenada, Guatemala, British Guiana,
Haiti, Jamaica, Monserrat, Nicargua, Panama, various
Saint Islands, Trinidad etc. MUH, mint and used. (approx
5,500)
$300
5478
World, an extensive collection housed in five loose leaf spring
back albums A-C, D-G, H-L, M-S, S-Z with additioinal
albums of Great Britain and New Zealand, an album of
Australian with MUH on a Hagner sheet, and an large
privately made stock book of issues from Italy - USA. Mostly
used, a few mint/MUH. (1,000s)
$150
5479
World, a collection on album leaves as issues of Albania,
Turkey, Yugoslavia, (Croatia, Montenegro issues 18741910, Serbia etc); together with album of stamps from
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, another album of issues from
Bulgaria, Latvia, Poland and Rumania, includes M/S, singles
mint, CTO etc. Mint and used. (approx 4,000)
$100
5480
World, in a large carton, Chinese and other stock books
(8); old stamp albums (3), noted a few mint/MUH Australia
including NRL sheetlet of Newcastle Knights 2001;
quantities of stamps on and off paper as used Australian
mostly decimal, various stamp catalogues. mint/used. (lot)
$100
5481
World, a massive quantity in a large container of 1000s
of stamps from France many of which are in bundles of
100, c.1930s-1950s, Belgium (similar), Great Britain (these
c.1940s) and Australia (on paper, from 1960s-1980s), mostly
in packets and bags. Used. (1,000s)
$150
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